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Abstract
Models were developed to study splash dispersal of fungal plant pathogens in space and
time. The models incorporate the main mechanisms involved in splash dispersal, that is
i. A raindrop hits the thin water film on the crop surface containing spores and spores
are dispersed in the splashing rain droplets, and ii. Splashed spores are redistributed
in the crop and on the soil surface. A mechanistic random 'jump' model describes
the stochastic processes of splash dispersal over a homogeneous surface from a point
source. Numerical analysis showed the importance of ground cover and rain intensity as
factors determining model output. More spores were splashed inhigh intensity rains and,
simultaneously, more spores were removed from the system. A diffusion approximation
was developed for this mechanistic model which could only be considered a reasonable
approximation under certain limiting conditions. Based on the two-dimensional version
of the mechanistic model an equation was developed for the total number of spores in
the area surrounding an inoculum source over time, N(t). In addition, equations for
the expected mean, E(r), and mean squared distance, E(r 2 ), spores travel during a rain
event at a given time were developed. Observed data and model predictions showed that
both N(t) and E(r 2 ) increased to a maximum over time and then declined due to spore
removal from the system and depletion of spores at the source. Factors influencing the
process could be assessed by changing parameter values.
Upward displacement of lesions by stem extension and dispersal of fungal conidia by
rain-splash are mechanisms contributing to within-crop disease spread. These mechanisms were incorporated into a model based on the interaction between winter oilseed
rape and the light leaf spot pathogen (Pyrenopeziza brassicae) as an example. Experimental results showed that most conidia were dispersed during a 15 min duration of
rainfall. The trajectory of a droplet depended on the impacted plant part, with a mean
horizontal travel distance decreasing with increasing incident drop diameter and a maximum splash height which ranged from 0.3 cm when splashed from a flower up to 57 cm
for a pod. These results were incorporated into the model. Stem extension was shown
to be an important factor influencing vertical disease spread. Rain events contributed
to the splash dispersal of conidia to the plant apex and resulting lesions were directed
vertically by internode growth. Periods with frequent rain events in a dense crop canopy
were most favorable for disease progress. The upward spread of light leaf spot on winter
oilseed rape in experiments at the Institute of Arable Crops Research, Harpenden, UK,
was similar to that predicted by the model. Finally, an analytical model was proposed to
study the influence of crop characteristics and rain properties on the vertical spread of
splashed spores. Splash dispersal was concentrated in the upper layers in a crop having
a constant or increasing leaf surface area with height. The greatest splash probabilities
occurred and most spores were intercepted in the layers just below the apex of a crop
having a decreasing leaf surface area with height.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Splash is an important biophysical mechanism by which many thousands of infectious
pathogen units, such as fungal spores, are spread within a crop in short periods of time
(Fitt et al, 1989; Madden, 1992). This form of dispersal is a component of the epidemic
cycle for many serious above-ground fungal diseases of crops in temperate and tropical
climates, but is often not recognized as the second most important mechanism of spread
for plant pathogens (Madden, 1992). Symptoms of fungal diseases are often manifested
as lesions on the surface of leaves and other tissues. As soon as rain starts infectious
units (spores) of the lesion are released into the water layer formed on the leaf surface
(Figure 1.1a). If a raindrop hits this water layer it will break into thousands of splash
droplets. Spores are incorporated into these droplets and are dispersed to other sites
in the canopy (Figure 1.1b). The initial splash when a raindrop strikes infected plant
material is characterized as the primary splash (Fitt et al, 1989). At its new site, the
spore can either initiate a new infection or again be incorporated in a splash droplet
and travel further in the crop by secondary splashes. The distance a spore can travel
from its original site depends not only on the rain intensity and duration, but also on
characteristics of the spore, the ground cover and the canopy structure (Fitt et al, 1992;
Madden et al., 1993; Yang and Madden, 1993). Many pathogens have both airborne
(often sexual) spores and splashborne (often asexual) spores. Disease epidemics are
often initiated by airborne ascospores produced on plant debris remaining on the field
after the crop is harvested and transported into a new crop in autumn. Subsequent
gradual horizontal and vertical disease spread is often by splash dispersed conidiospores
(Inman et al, 1999).
Experimental work on the dissemination of splash dispersed pathogens has intensified
considerably in recent years. Arain simulator can be used to study the dispersal process,
and effects of rain, canopy, ground, and pathogen properties can be assessed (Fitt et al,
1986; Madden et al, 1996; Reynolds et al, 1987; Yang et al, 1991). Many data sets
1
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a) Before impact
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Figure 1.1: Splash; the process of spore dispersal in splash droplets as raindrops strike thin
films of water covering spores (Fitt et at, 1989). When the surface tissue underneath the water
film consists of a sporulating lesion the process is characterized as primary splash (Chapters 4
and 5). When spores in the water film are splashed from healthy surface tissue the process is
characterized as secondary splash (Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6).

are available on the spatial spread of diseases such as anthracnose and leather rot on
strawberry fruit and on the spread of light leaf spot and white leaf spot on winter oilseed
rape. Other important diseases with splash dispersed infectious units are eyespot, septoria leaf blotch and glume blotch on wheat; leaf blotch on winter barley; ear blight and
scab on cereals; white tip disease on leek; stem canker on soybean; leaf spot on tomatoes;
and brown rot, canker and scab on apples. Nevertheless, splash dispersal in different
plant-pathogen systems, and t h e influence of b o t h biological and environmental factors
on disease spread cannot be quantified through experimental research alone. There is
a need for physical models in which the mechanisms involved in splash dispersal are
incorporated through, e.g. probability functions. Firstly there is a probability per unit
time t h a t a raindrop hits a site in the crop or on the ground at which the surface water
contains spores, secondly a probability t h a t a spore will be dispersed in the splashing
rain droplets, and finally there is a probability density function for the spatial spread
of splashed droplets. W i t h these models the spatial spread of spores in different plant-

pathogen systems can be studied, because factors influencing the splash process are incorporated as separate parameters in the probability functions of the models. The values
of these parameters can easily be changed for different conditions. However, mechanistic
models for predicting realistic patterns of disease spread require estimates of parameter
values for the separate processes obtained from experiments. Once reasonable parameter values are incorporated in the model the most important factors influencing disease
spread can be investigated. This can guide further experimental research. Based on this
philosophy of linking theoretical models with an experimental programme, several mechanistic models have been developed in the research described in this thesis to investigate
the spatial spread of rain splashed spores. Experiments were performed and published
data sets were used to provide reasonable parameter values for the models. The models
were then tested with laboratory and field data from different plant-pathogen systems.
The influence of ground cover and rain intensity on spore travel distances when
splashed from a point-source has been studied in many experiments (Madden et al.,
1996; Yang et al, 1990). Few models have however been developed that describe splash
dispersal in general, independent of biological and environmental conditions. Our first
intention was therefore to qualify the dispersal process with a mechanistic model. For
this purpose a one-dimensional mechanistic random jump model is introduced in Chapter 2. This model qualifies the dispersal process of spores from a point source over a
flat surface on the ground as measured during experiments. Since many spatial processes are successfully described by a diffusion equation, the model is compared to a
previously published diffusion model by making a diffusion approximation for the mechanistic model. Whereas the original diffusion model consisted of composite parameters,
it was now possible to partition these parameters as part of the underlying biological
processes. In addition, it is shown under what conditions the diffusion model is a valid
approximation to the full model.
Of course, spores jump in two dimensions when a flat surface is considered and this
approach is needed to quantify splash dispersal. The two-dimensional version of the
model for horizontal spread is discussed in Chapter 3. Determining the distances spores
travel has been a goal of much experimental work. Two biologically interesting measures
are derived from the model in this respect. Firstly an equation for the change in total
number of spores in the area surrounding the source from the start of the rain event is
derived. Secondly equations for the mean and mean-squared distance displacement of
spores from the original point-source are determined. The model is tested by comparing
theoretical results with previously published experimental results on the dispersal of
conidia from an infected strawberry source fruit in relation to surface topography and
rain intensity.
Not only horizontal, but also vertical spread of disease to the upper leaves and seedbearing organs is an important mechanism causing damaging epidemics in winter-sown
arable crops in Europe. The development of, for example, pods in oilseed rape and
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ears in cereals determines the yield of these crops. Epidemics are normally initiated
in the autumn and winter and subsequently upward spread is by stem extension and
rain-splash in spring (Inman and Fitt, 1992; Inman et al., 1999). However, the relative
importance of splash dispersal and upward spread of infected tissue by stem extension is
still unclear. Insight into the main mechanisms involved in the upward spread of plant
diseases can guide predictions on disease severity under different biological and environmental conditions. Therefore, a generic simulation model for vertical disease spread is
developed. Light leaf spot on winter oilseed rape isused as a model system. Experiments
were performed to obtain reasonable parameter values for the physical processes in this
model and these are described in Chapter 4. The percentage of spores being splashed
from a leaf was assessed for different drop size impactions and rain durations in a rain
simulator,. This resulted in knowledge on primary and secondary splash processes for
this plant-pathogen system under different conditions. In addition, the "average" ballistic trajectories of splash droplets were estimated from experiments in which a single
raindrop impacted on a particular plant part or the ground and the travel distance of
splash droplets was determined. This resulted in insight into spore travel distances when
splashed from different surfaces during rain events.
In Chapter 5 the full simulation model is developed, including a deterministic plant
growth approach and splash parameters obtained from the experiments. During rain
events spores are splashed to the plant apex where new plant parts develop and are
directed to the upper canopy by internode growth. Vertical spread of light leaf spot during the growth of oilseed rape is investigated for different conditions concerning disease
initiation and rain duration. Because of its general structure, the model is applicable
for different plant-pathogen systems.
Simulation results showed that crop structure, in addition to other biological and
environmental factors, is an important factor influencing disease spread. The influence
of leaf surface area distribution in a crop on the vertical spread of splashed spores is
studied further in Chapter 6. An analytical model is proposed and the influence of crop
characteristics and rain properties on vertical spread is investigated by specifying three
different crop idiotypes and varying rain parameters.
The main conclusions of this research are given in Chapter 7.

pMcfr^ol\2?&S
Stellingen
Door de geleidelijke afname van sporen aan de bron kan een diffusiemodel geen
nauwkeurige beschrijving geven van de initiele spatverspreiding
(Dit proefschrift)

2. Prequente regenbuien in het voorjaar kunnen veel schade aanrichten in een gewas.
Een regenbui veroorzaakt voornamelijk horizontale spatverspreiding van sporen
naar de in deze periode uitgroeiende plantdelen. Met een daaropvolgende stengelstrekking worden lesies vertikaal in het gewas getransporteerd van waaruit, door
horizontale spatverspreiding, weer nieuwe plantdelen kunnen worden geinfecteerd.
(Dit proefschrift)

3. Over dit proefschrift:
"Se non e vero, e ben trovato"; Als het niet waar is, is het aardig gevonden.

4. Communicatie met wetenschappers is als een computertaal; een term verkeerd en
ze geven een foutmelding.

5. Toevallig de beste zijn is moeilijker dan toevallig de slechtste zijn.

6. De status van man en vrouw wordt pas gelijk als mannen zich bij het huwelijk
bereid tonen de naam van de vrouw aan te nemen.

7. Dat weinig vrouwen hoge posities bekleden hebben zij aan niemand anders dan
aan zichzelf te wijten, dan wel te danken.

8. Opname van het "pimpampoentje" in de "van Dale" toont aan dat ZeeuwsVlamingen in de spraakmakende gemeente beginnen door te dringen. Het is een
kwestie van tijd of ik kan gewoon weer om een puntmesje vragen ofeen foto trekken
zonder dat iemand er gek van opkijkt.

9. Carpoolstroken zijn alleendan nuttigwanneer erweiniggebruikvanwordt gemaakt.
(L.A., 1997)

10. Stijging van de welvaart gaat jammergenoeg gepaard met een daling van de
tolerantie.
11. Zeeuws-Vlamingen, een dubbel-zijn, Zeeuws in hun nuchterheid en Vlaams in hun
gastvrijheid.

A. Pielaat
Splash -The dispersal of fungal plant pathogens in rain eventsWageningen, 12 mei 2000

Chapter 2

A model for dispersal of plant
pathogens by rain-splash
A. Pielaat F. van den Bosch1

Abstract
A mechanistic random 'jump' model is developed to describe the stochastic processes of
splash dispersal of plant pathogens from a point-source. In this model the main physical
processes involved in the spatial spread of these spores are incorporated. That is, the
probability per unit time that a spore is splashed A,the probability that it then travels
over some distance D(x), and the probability that it is not removed during this dispersal
process e. Numerical analysis shows the importance of ground cover and rain intensity
on the model output. Factors influencing the process can be captured by changing the
parameter values. For high rain intensities A is large, therefore more spores are splashed;
and, since e isexpressed per splash, simultaneously more sporeswill be removed from the
system. The effect of ground cover is captured by e;its value decreases if the probability
of staying in the process decreases. In addition, an equation is derived for the mean
squared distance that spores splash. This equation shows a linear function independent
of D(x). Finally, a diffusion approximation is developed for the mechanistic model and
is compared to a diffusion model for splash dispersal developed by Yang et al. (1991).
The diffusion equation can only be considered a reasonable approximation to the full
model under certain limiting conditions.
X
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Introduction

Dispersal of spores by rain-splash droplets is, next to wind, the second most important
dispersal mechanism for above-ground fungal plant pathogens (Madden, 1992).
Prior to the dispersal event spores will usually be embedded in the plant surface.
There they are sheltered from movement until it starts raining. During the rain event,
spores will readily be suspended in the water layer formed on the plant surface. When
a raindrop hits the water layer it will, depending on its kinetic energy and the surface
tension, cause the water layer to break up into many splash droplets. Spores can be
incorporated into these splash droplets and deposited again at different positions from
the original point of impact (Fitt and McCartney, 1985).
This phenomenon of disease dispersal was first demonstrated at the beginning of this
century by Stepanov and, subsequently, by Gregory (1961). In the 1980s Fitt and associates were the first to experimentally investigate the dispersal of spores from single-drop
impactions. Since then, further developments in experimental techniques have allowed
detailed measurements of the factors affecting dispersal of spores from a point source by
rain-splash (Fitt et al., 1989; Reynolds et al., 1987;Yang et al, 1990;Yang and Madden,
1993). Most of this research has been performed under laboratory conditions. A rain
simulator has been used to mimic real rain events. In these experiments raindrops with
different size distributions can be produced to impact on an infected source (Reynolds
et al., 1987). This source can consist of just a concentrated number of spores on the
ground up to an infected plant canopy. Changing the raindrop properties (for example
mass and impact velocity), ground cover, inoculum source or canopy structure allows
the influence of these factors on spore dispersal to be determined. Although many data
sets are available, few models have been developed to allow insight in the spread of
these infectious units. The majority are descriptive models which do not include the
mechanisms involved in splash dispersal. Increases in knowledge of these mechanisms
facilitates the development of models which describe splash dispersal, in general, independently of crop-specific properties. Such models will increase the reliability of the
prediction of further disease spread by splash dispersal.
Yang et al. (1990) measured splash dispersal from infected strawberry fruits with
a rain simulation system. Yang et al. (1991) used a diffusion equation to estimate
parameters describing the overall process of spore dispersal in space and time. The
one-dimensional version of the model they used is
O

y=

-r2

^—e^e-0t,

where y=y(r,t) represents the number of spores per unit distance at a position r from the
source at time t during a rain event, Q is the number of spores available for dispersal at
t=0, a is a parameter related to the coefficient of dispersal, reflecting the spores' random

(2.1)
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motion over distance per unit time, and /3is the constant of spore loss from the system
(time - " 1 ). Because of their simplicity, diffusion models are frequently used to describe
biological systems. However, parameters in model (2.1) do not describe the separate
mechanisms steering dissemination of fungal plant pathogens by rain splash-droplets.
This is particularly true for the coefficient of dispersal, which represents a process that
depends on several factors such as the probability per unit time ofbeing splashed and the
distribution of the splash distances. But how, for example, can this diffusion coefficient
a be calculated from experiments on the rate of spore dispersal and experiments on the
distance a spore" is splashed? Further, spore loss (3is expressed as a constant per unit
time. However, spore loss is related to splash events. It is not immediately clear howj3
is related to the probability that a spore is lost from the process when it is splashed.
The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to develop a mechanistic model for the
spatial spread of splash dispersed infectious units. Our first intention is to qualify the
dispersal process of spores from a point source over a flat surface on the ground as
measured during experiments. Modelling the redistribution of spores during a rain event
requires a stochastic description. Solving the model results in a function which gives the
probability of finding a spore at any single distance from the source during a rain event.
A numerical study is performed to get insight into the sensitivity of model output to
different parameter values.
Since many spatial processes are successfully described by a diffusion equation, we
also derive a diffusion approximation to the mechanistic model. For this purpose redistribution of spores in a rain is first described with a random walk model (Edelstein-Keshet,
1988). The diffusion model is compared to the mechanistic model. We also compare the
model to the above mentioned diffusion model of Yang et al. (1991). This leads to a
subdivision of the composite parameters into the separate basic mechanisms underlying
splash dispersal.

2.2 The model
The stochastic displacement of sporesduring arain event isdescribed by arandom 'jump'
model. Considering the experimental set-up, initially spores splash from a point source
and are subsequently displaced over a flat ground surface. To quantify the spatial spread
of spores this process would best be described in two dimensions. However, since our
main interest is in assessing the qualitative aspects of spatial spread, a one-dimensional
model is appropriate as a starting point. The output of this one-dimensional model is
completely analogous to the two-dimensional case except for quantitative differences. To
develop the model we first discuss the major mechanisms involved in splash dispersal.
As soon as it starts raining, plant pathogen spores are suspended in the water layer
that forms on the leaf surface. If a raindrop hits this water layer, a spore can remain in
place or be incorporated into one of the droplets formed and be spread. The probability
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per unit time ofa spore being splashed during a rain event isdenoted by A. Madden
et al. (1996) showed how Acan be estimated from experiments. Inthese experiments
infected strawberry fruits with known spore density are placed on the ground. Arain
simulator isused tomeasure spore removal atdifferent rain intensities (in millimetres
per hour). To quantify the proportion of spores that are splash dispersed, the remaining
spore density was determined after a particular rain application time. The rangeof
values for Awas used toindicate a reasonable parameter value touse as the input for
the model. Innatural systems the value ofAisinfluenced not only by rain properties
but also by aspects of the canopy structure, such as leaf angle and surface roughness.
So A can be set to an other default value that depends on these factors which affect the
system.
When aspore issplashed itisredeposited atadistant position. To determine the
spatial distribution of spores during arain event, results from experiments on frequency
distributions of droplet travel distances can be used. With avideographic system, Yang
et al. (1991°) determined droplet travel distances. For the model we define D(x-£)as
the probability density function (p.d.f.) for aspore to jump from position £, to position
x once itissplashed. Itisassumed that there isno canopy nor wind so the p.d.f.for
dispersal from £ is radially symmetric.
During arain event, spores can be removed from the system. Each time a sporeis
splashed ithas acertain probability of being washed off into the soil by raindrops or of
being deposited ataplace where further dispersal is not possible. This indicates that a
spore has aprobability per splash of leaving the process which means that itis excluded
from any further spread. Therefore, the probability ofaspore staying in the process per
splash is introduced as e. Although ecannot be measured directly during experiments,
ground cover was found to be one ofthe main factors influencing this parameter (Madden
et al., 1993). When straw rather than plastic was used as ground cover, there was less
disease incidence. Innatural systems e captures more than the effect of ground cover
alone. Spores can, for example, also get stuck to the underside of a leaf which preventsit
from being splashed again. Therefore, arange of e is considered to show the qualitative
effect on model output.
A model for splash dispersal during rain events can be developed on the basis of these
mechanisms. The number of spores atposition xfrom the source at timet during arain
event is expressed as N(t,x). The rate of change in the number of spores atpositionx
at time t equals the rate atwhich spores are splashed away from position xand the rate
at which spores are deposited atposition x. So,
™&± =-S1(t,x) +S2(t,x),

(2.2)

where Si(t,x) is the number of spores splashed per unit time from xand S2(t,x) is the
number deposited atx per unit time. The probability per unit time ofa spore being
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splashed away is A; therefore,
Si(t,x) = \N(t,x).

(2.3)

Now S2(t,x) depends on the probability being deposited at xwhen a spore is splashed
from any other position, say £, and the number of spores present at £. The probability
of travelling some distance has been defined by the p.d.f. D(x-£). Taking into account
the probability that a spore is actually splashed away and not removed from the process
during its journey, we thus have
K(t,x,Z) = e\N(t,Z)D{x-0.

(2.4)

where K(t,x,£) represents the number of spores that leave £ and are redeposited at x.
To calculate S2(t,x) one has to integrate over all possible places. Therefore,
oo

/

K(t,x,t)d£.

(2.5)

-OO

Using the scaling

<2 6

^'-E^js-

'»

we finally find
dP{t,x)
dt

OO

/

e\P{t,Z)D{x-Od£,
-OO

where P(t,x) can be interpreted as the proportion of the total number of spores present
at the start of the rain event, deposited at a particular position x after some period of
rain. Note that P(t,x) also represents the probability per unit length of finding a spore
at position x at time t.
To assess the distances that spores can travel from their initial point of impact,
experiments were performed by, for example, Huber et al. (1997) and Reynolds et al.
(1989). These experiments usually started with one point source on a wet target surface.
Rainfall was then generated during which spores were splash dispersed. For the model
such a point source can be introduced as a Dirac delta function; that is, at the start of
the rain event, t=0, all the spores lie at one source, indicated by x=0. In this case the
model has an initial condition given by P(0,x) = <5(x).

(2.7)
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2.2.1 Solving t h e model equation
Solving the model equation will result in the probability function of a spore being found
at position x at time t during a rain event. Equation (2.7) can be solved using the
bilateral Laplace transformation
oo

/

e-sxf(x)dx.

(2.8)

-oo

For a discussion on integral transforms readers can refer to a book by Sneddon (1972).
If the differential equation is transformed with respect to position, it follows that

d£{P

£'*)}

= (-A + e\£{D(s)})£{P(t,

s)},

(2.9)

in which £{P(t,s)} and £{D(s)} are the transforms of P(t,x) and D(x), respectively.
Solving equation (2.9) yields
£{P(t, s)} = ce(-A+sA-£0W)t.

(2.10)

Given the initial condition, which states that at the start of the rain event all spores
still lie at the source, that is P(0,x) = S(x), it follows that £ {P(0,s)} = 1and therefore
that C = l . Applying the inverse transformation £~l leads to
P(t,x) = e - ^ i - ' l e ^ ^ W ' } .

(2.11)

Expanding the exponential term in a Taylor series around t = 0 one obtains

p(M)=e-,-.{fMf»:j,

p.U)

and the solution of (2.7) is
oo / . \j —At

P(t,x)=e~xt5{x) +Y,^4

£iD x

( )"-

( 2 - 13 )

This solution has a straightforward interpretation. The term e~Xt6(x) indicates that
particles at the source decrease exponentially in number. With this term wecan calculate
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the fraction ofspores, atanytime during the rain event, that hasstill not been splashed
from the source. The summation onthe right-hand side represents the spatial spread
once aspore isactually splashed from its point ofimpact; the quantity (At)*e~ At /i!is
the Poisson distribution, which gives the probability that aspore issplashed itimesat
some time during the rain event; el gives the probability that this spore isnot removed
from the system each time itissplashed; D(x) gives the p.d.f. foraspore travellingto
position xonce itissplash dispersed one time from the source. Then the probability
distribution for the position aspore can take ifitissplash dispersed twice is given by
oo

/

D{Z)D{x-Z)dt.

(2.14)

-oo

In this equation D(x- £) gives the p.d.f. fora spore tojump from £ tox giventhe
probability that inthepreviousjump ittravelled toposition £,indicated byD(£). During
its first journey, aspore canbesplash dispersed tomany different places from thesource.
Integrating over allpossible places from which aspore then canbe splashed the second
time gives D(x)* 2 . Of course, spores can besplashed many times during arain event,
all having thesame p.d.f. forspatial redistribution. So,to incorporate the spatial
distribution ofspores that are splashed i times during a rain event one hastouse the
repeated convolution D(x)*1 definedas
oo

/

D't-^dix-OdZ

for (i=2,3,4,...).

(2.15)

•oo

Adding the distributions ofthe spores for allpossible times they canbe splashed during
some period ofrain (that is,summation over i)gives P(t,x).

2.2.2

Analysis oft h e solution

In this section we study the solution ofthe mechanistic model (2.13). First the p.d.f.
for spatial distribution ofspores during a rain event isdetermined. Then a numerical
study isperformed toobtain insight into the sensitivity of model output for different
parameters.
In experiments where D(x)ismeasured thenumber ofspores decrease monotonically
with distance from the source (Yang etal., 1991 a ). This trend canbe approximated by
the normal distribution

D{x)=

Jh^'e^'

(2 16)

'
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and the double-exponential distribution
D(x) = (aV2)-1e-lx^.

(2.17)

In both p.d.f.s Var(x)=<72.
The convolution, D{x)*1 of the normal distribution is

D(x)mi = - p L - •e^£

(2.18)

(Mood et al, 1950), and for the double-exponential distribution

D(X)«

- I

e

~

V

V{2i-j-2)\x
J=

in which <f> = -j= (Johnson and Kotz, 1970).
Using the solution to (2.7), in combination with these distributions for D(x)*z, the
spread of infectious units in relation to the source is studied. Therefore, all figures
represent the summation on the right-hand side of (2.13) without the initial source. The
results given below will show how the use of different distributions for D(x)*1 affects
dispersal. The main purpose is to determine the sensitivity of P(t,x) to different model
parameters after the resulting dissemination, both in space and time. We mentioned
earlier in Section 2 how A and e can be estimated from experiments. Experimental
results were considered to give an indication of the range in which reasonable parameter
values can be found. Values for A were found to vary between 0.02 m i n - 1 (with a
rain intensity of 4 mm h - 1 ) and 0.06 m i n - 1 (with a rain intensity of 60 mm h - 1 ) .
After considering of both the values measured and the rain intensities used the default
parameter value was set to A=0.05 m i n - 1 .
Parameter values for e can be calculated by combining experimental results given
by Yang et al. (1991), who measured /3 and Madden et al. (1996), who measured A.
In both these experiments, parameter values were measured for different rain intensities
and ground covers. Using the equation /? = A(l — e) (a derivation of this equation is
discussed in section 3) j values for e can be calculated. The mean values calculated
for e were: 0.6 splash - 1 for plastic, 0.5 splash - 1 for soil and 0.2 splash - 1 for straw.
However, these mean values were calculated from widely varying parameter values and
rain intensities. Therefore, we assume a reasonable parameter value for e is 0.7 splash - 1 .
The third parameter isa, which occurs in both (2.18) and (2.19). Yang et al. (1991a)
determined spore dispersal from single-drop impactions. The distances that spores traveled varied between 0 and 20 cm. However, most spores traveled in the range 2-7cm.
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Figure 2.1: The effect of A, the probability of being splashed per unit time, on P(t,x), the
probability per unit length of finding a spore at position x (cm) during rain for four times: (a)
t = l , (b) t = 5 , (c) t=10, and (d) t=30. (When a normal p.d.f. is used for D(x)*', the spatial
spread of spores, the probability of not being removed from the process, e=0.7; and the standard
deviation for D(x)** is <r=3.)

Considering this frequency distribution of droplet travel distances, a default value of
3 cm was used for a. W i t h these parameter values the following results were obtained.
E x t r a terms were added t o t h e summation in (2.13) until t h e contribution of t h e next
t e r m to t h e t o t a l sum was less t h a n 0.001%; t h a t is, the summation was from i = l to
i=99.
In Figures 2.1 and 2.2 the probability of a spore travelling some distance during a
rain event was plotted for varying values of A. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the results when
t h e normal distribution and the double-exponential distribution are used, respectively,
for D(x). Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show t h a t shortly after the start of the rain event ( t h a t
is, u p to t = 1 0 ) t h e majority of the spores are still concentrated near t h e source. As A
increases, the spores have a larger probability of being splashed from t h e source per unit
of time, and therefore the probability of being in the process also increases. B u t , since
it has only been raining for 10 minutes, even spores with the largest values of A could
not travel very far from the source. For t = 3 0 the curve shows a maximum at least u p to
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Figure 2.2: The effect of A, the probability of being splashed per unit time, on P(t,x), the
probability per unit length of finding a spore at position x (cm) during rain for four times: (a)
t = l , (b) t = 5 , (c) t=10, and (d) t=30. (When a double-exponential p.d.f. is used for D(x)*\
the spatial spread of spores, the probability of not being removed from the process, e=0.7; and
the standard deviation for D(x)*1 is cr=3.)

6 cm, as Aincreases. This could be caused by e, the probability of staying in the process
per splash.
As the probability of being splashed (A) increases, more spores will be removed from
t h e process if it continues raining. However, Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show t h a t , at least u p to
50 minutes of rain, t h e probability of travelling any distance increases. Therefore e has no
influence on this trend. This effect is caused by depletion of spores near t h e source. Since
Ais expressed per unit of time, spores will already have passed short distances from their
initial point of impact at t = 3 0 . Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show t h e dependence of t h e model
solutions on t h e variable e, illustrating the results when t h e normal distribution and
the double-exponential distribution, respectively, are used for D(x). If the probability of
staying in the process increases, the probability of being dispersed some given distance
will increase for at least 50 minutes. After almost two hours of rain A influences t h e
process in addition t o e. At t = 1 0 0 , even spores with A=0.05 per time unit are likely
t o have passed short distances from their source; therefore, the curve is decreasing as
t > 1 0 0 . Also, spores with a small probability of staying in the process per splash will
have already disappeared after 100 min of rainfall, and so the probability of travelling
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Figure 2.3: The effect of e, the probability of not being removed from the process per splash
event, on P(t,x), the probability per unit length of finding a spore at position x (cm) during
rain for four times: (a) t=10, (b) t=50, (c) t=100, and (d) t=300. (When a normal p.d.f. is
used for D(x)*% the spatial spread of spores, the probability of being splashed per unit time is
A=0.05; and the standard deviation for D(x)* 1 , <r=3).

any distance decreases for values of e smaller t h a n , say, 0.55. Yet, spores with larger
values of e will have had sufficient time to travel short distances from t h e source without
being removed from t h e process. Therefore, the probability of reaching a relatively large
distance from the source increases if e is sufficiently large.
W h e n comparing Figure 2.1 with 2.2 and Figure 2.3 with 2.4, with their different
p.d.f.s, it can be seen t h a t the figures are almost identical. They only differ for small
rain application times.

2.2.3 The mean squared displacement
One of the main goals in experimental research on splash dispersal is to assess the
distance dispersed during a rain event. Determining t h e mean squared distance t h a t
spores travel from the source is the most frequently used method for statistical analysis
of resulting d a t a sets (Othmer et al., 1988). In addition t o its practical advantages, t h a t
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Figure 2.4: The effect of e, the probability of not being removed from the process per splash
event, on P(t,x), the probability per unit length of finding a spore at position x (cm) during
rain for four times: (a) t=10, (b) t=50, (c) t=100, and (d) t=300. (When a double-exponential
p.d.f. is used for D(x)*\ the spatial spread of spores, the probability of being splashed per unit
time, A=0.05, and the standard deviation for D(x)*\ cr=3.)

is, it is relatively easy to calculate the mean squared distance of spores, this m e t h o d
also gives a good impression of the surface over which spores are dispersed round the
source. Moreover, b o t h a one-dimension and a two-dimensions derivation results in the
same equation.
Since the expectation, E ( x ) , equals zero, t h e mean squared displacement is the variance which is denned as

oo

/

x2P(t, x)da

•OO

where P(t,x) is t h e probability function for spatial distribution of spores, then
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oo

/

/>oo

x2e-xt8{x)dx

°°

(\f)ip-M

x2J2 ^ ^ J

+
J —oo

-oo
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The first term on the right-hand side vanishes because the variance for spores at the
source is 0. Therefore, we only have to account for the second term, which can be
written as
"" (MYp-^t

Var(x) = J2 ^~T

e

r°°

*/

x2D{x)*idx.

Since the variance of a sum of independent random variables is the sum of the variances
(Mood et al, 1950), we find

where <r2 = J_ x2 D(x) dx is the variance of D(x). This can be simplified to

Var(x)

=

(e\t)e~xta2Y^

(eXt)1

i=0

=

1

eXtoZe-* -*.

This means that for biologically realistic parameter values ofe, Xand a the mean squared
dispersed distance of spores reaches a maximum during a rain event. If it continues
raining more spores will be removed from the process, and therefore the mean squared
displacement decreases again.

2.3 The diffusion approximation
In modelling biological systems, diffusion equations are often used to describe random
movement in space. With regard to splash dispersal, Yang et al. (1991) used a diffusion
equation to model the spread of plant pathogens. Their justification for using a diffusion
model is the assumed random motion of spores. Yet, the mechanisms behind splash
dispersal indicate randomjumps ofspores which include the probability ofbeing splashed
per unit of time, a probability of being removed per splash and a redistribution kernel
D(x). As noted in Section 1, Yang et al. (1991) did not include the basic mechanisms
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involved in splash dispersal when constructing the model. Therefore, parameter values
cannot directly be calculated from experimental results. Whereas the main goal of
modelling splash dispersal isto find out which physical processes involved in dispersal are
of primary importance, it is interesting to establish the relation between our mechanistic
model and Yang's diffusion equation.
The random-jump model (2.7) will for t —> oo and at an appropriately large spatial
scale, be accurately described by a diffusion process. The diffusion model can therefore
be seen as an approximation of the full mechanistic model. A relevant question is:
Under what conditions is the diffusion model a valid approximation of the full model?
To answer this question a diffusion approximation was derived to the mechanistic model
by following the procedure outlined in Othmer et al. (1988) and Edelstein-Keshet (1988).
For this purpose, assume that there is an equal probability of being splashed either to
the left or to the right during a rain event. When, after a certain period of rain, a spore
lies at some distance (say x=£) from the source (x=0), it has a probability of \ of being
splashed to the left (over a distance of —A) and to the right (over distance,+A). For
the diffusion approximation we therefore use

D(x - 0 = \[6(x -Z-A)

+ 5(x-Z + A)].

(2.20)

-±P(t,x- A) + £±P(t,x + A).

(2.21)

Substitution in (2.7) gives

^

^

= -XP(t,x)

+

£

Substituting Taylor-series expansions for P(t,x—A) and P(t,x+A) in (2.21) yields
dP(t,x)
dt

,„

eA /
2 V

eA fn

2 V

dP

dx

dP

1<92PA2

A

dx
A

2

2 dx

1<93PA3

1<92PA2

l d3P

2

3! dx3

2dx

\

3! dx3

where P=P(t,x).
Now consider the limit of A J,0 and Af oo such that AA 2 remains constant. This
means that the spores are splashed at high rates but that the distance dispersed per
splash is small, so that the average distance a spore moves per unit time remains constant. However, since A | oo we also have to assume that e —> l such that A(l — e)
remains constant. Only under these conditions does the diffusion equation make a sensible estimate for the mechanistic model of (2.7). It is easily seen that in this limit (2.22)
becomes
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-\(l-e)P(t,x)

+
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s\A2d2P(t,x)
2
dx2

(2.23)

'

with initial condition P(0,x) = 6(x) (Edelstein-Keshet, 1988).
To compare the diffusion approximation to the full model, A 2 in (2.23) should be
expressed in terms of the standard deviation a of the dispersal kernel D(x);that is,
oo

/

x2D(x)dx

(2.24)

-oo

f°° 1
/ x2-(6(x-S-A)+8(x-t

+A))dx

Solving (2.23) (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959)leads to

P{t,x)

e4Dt

e

-\(l-s)t

(2.25)
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Figure 2.5: TheMechanistic model anditsdiffusion approximation (dashed line) for P(t,x),
the probability per unit length of findinga spore at position x during rain for twotimes: (a)
t = l , and (b)t=10 (When a normal (solid line) anddouble-exponential (dotted line) p.d.f. are
used for D(x)*\ the spatial spread of spores, the probability of being splashed per unit time
is A=10;the probability of not being removed from the process is £=0.99; and the standard
deviation for D(x)*1 is<r=0.5.)
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Comparing this result with the model of Yang et al. (1991), it is now possible to
partition the composite parameters as part of the underlying biological processes. The
dispersal coefficient a includes several of the biological parameters introduced above,
since a = eXa2/2. Similarly the constant of spore loss (3= A(l — e). Note that this
parameter combination has the interpretation of the rate at which spores are removed
from the process, which is similar to the interpretation of /3in Yang's diffusion model.
(b)

(c)

• s
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Distance (cm)
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Figure 2.6: The Mechanistic model and its diffusion approximation (dashed line) for P(t,x),
the probability per unit length of finding a spore at position x during rain at three times: (a)
t=10, (b) t=25, and (c) t=50. (When a normal (solid line) and double-exponential (dotted
line) p.d.f. are used for D(x)*1 with A=0.05,£=0.7 and <r=3.)
In Figure 2.5 the diffusion approximation for A=10, £=0.99, and c=0.5 is plotted
together with the mechanistic model. Figure 2.5 shows the probability of a spore having
position x at 1and 10minutes of rain. It is evident that, under these limiting conditions,
the diffusion equation is indeed a sensible approximation of the mechanistic model. However, these parameter values are far from being biologically reasonable. By comparing
the full model with the diffusion approximation, and using reasonable parameter values,
we obtained Figure 2.6. Here the probability of a spore being splash dispersed over some
distance is plotted for 10, 25 and 50 minutes of rain. At least up to 25 minutes of rain,
Figure 2.6 shows that the behaviour of the diffusion equation is quantitatively different
to that of the full model. That is, the diffusion model consistently overestimates densities near the source. The difference in model behaviour between the full model and its
diffusion approximation can be attributed to the dynamics of the spores at the initial
inoculum source. From (2.13) we see that the fraction of the spores remaining at the
initial source, after a rain application of duration t, decreases exponentially as e _ A t .
This implies that for the parameter values used in Figure 2.6 and after 10 minutes of
rain application, approximately 60% of the spores have still not been splash dispersed
and remain at the initial inoculum source. After 25 minutes approximately 30%, and
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after 50 minutes approximately 8% of the spores are still at the initial source. In order
to derive the diffusion approximation we assumed A | oo, implying that the whole initial
inoculum source is dispersed instantaneously at t=0. This explains the differences in
the area under the curves in Figure 2.6. Nevertheless, in time (t=50) more spores will
be dispersed from the source, and gradually the solutions of the full model will take
the form of its diffusion approximation. However, it should be stated that these observations only hold for short distances from the source; but these short distances are of
major importance for splash dispersal.

Figure 2.7: The difference between the effect ofdiffusion (dashed line) and mechanistic model
on P(t,x), the probability per unit length of finding a spore at position x at time t during rain
for three distances: (a) 1cm, (b) 5cm, and (c) 10cm. (When a normal (solid line) and doubleexponential (dotted line)p.d.f. isused for D(x)*J, thespatial spread ofspores,theprobabilityof
being splashed per unit time is A=0.05;the probability of not being removed from the process,
e=0.7; and the standard deviation for D(x)*1 is a=3.)
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Figure 2.7 shows the probability of a spore, in both models, travelling either 1cm,
5 cm or 10 cm during a rain event. Figure 2.7 shows that, for reasonable parameter
values, there is not only a quantitative difference but also a qualitative difference between the full model and its diffusion equation. Theoriginal model shows an increasing
probability ofcovering the three distances during a rain event at least upto 10cm from
the source, whereas at 1cmfrom the source, the diffusion approximation first shows an
increasing curve with time and then it decreases. This is caused by spatial spread ofall
spores as soon as t > 0 when applying a diffusion model. This trend continues at 5and
10 cm;only the spores took somewhat longer time to travel these distances. Therefore,
as time increases the curve shifts to the right for these distances.
In addition, note that for Figures 2.5-2.7thedifference between using anormal p.d.f.
or a double exponential p.d.f. for D(x) is rather small.
Based on the above discussion, we conclude that, for reasonable parameter values
and reasonable rain application times, the diffusion model is not a valid approximation
of the mechanistic model. Even though quantitative differences could be smaller if a
two-dimensional approach isused to compare the models, thequalitative differences will
not change.

2.4

Discussion

The main goal of this study wasto develop and analyse a mechanistic model for splash
dispersal of plant pathogens from a point source. The most important mechanisms involved inspore dispersal byrain-splash are; theprobability that a spore issplashed from
its point of impact, the probability that it then travels over an arbitrary distance, and
the probability that it is not removed during this dispersal process. In our model these
main physical processes are represented, respectively by A,D(x),and e. Experimental
results showed that this dispersal process is influenced by many factors. However, the
effect of most of these factors can be seen in their effects on the model parameters.
First, results from experiments showed the importance of ground cover on spatial
spread ofspores. Inourmodel, eincludes this effect ofground cover; itsvaluedecreasesif
the probability ofstaying intheprocess decreases. Secondly, rainfall properties influence
splash dispersal. More spores were found to be splashed, and also more spores were
removed from the process during experiments with increasing rain intensities. If in the
model the parameter value for Ais large, more spores will be splashed; and since e is
expressed per splash, simultaneously more spores will also be removed from the system.
Finally, the probability oftravelling a distance x during a splash event is also influenced
by raindrop properties. For example, larger droplets can incorporate more spores but
will not travel asfar assmall droplets. In ourmodel, the spatial spread ofspores during
a splash event is represented by D(x). This p.d.f. includes the parameter a, the value
of which changes according to the mean dispersal distance within onesplash event.

2.4. DISCUSSION
Based on the above discussion, we conclude that the most important mechanisms for
splash dispersal are incorporated in the model. In addition, many factors influencing the
splash process areaccounted for through their effect onthe parameters. Nevertheless, the
model can still be improved on several points. For example, rainfall properties can cause
an additional effect. If rain intensities become large it causes spores to be washed off
directly into the ground. This form of spore loss could be taken into account by making
£ a function of A. In addition, in natural systems the probability of being splashed
from the initial source is different from the probability of being splashed once a spore
is in the field. Therefore, Madden et al. (1996) differentiated primary splash, in which
spores are removed from infected source fruit, from secondary splash, in which spores
are washed off from healthy fruit. In this model we only consider secondary splash. A
second point concerns the normal and double-exponential distributions, whichareused to
describe D(x). As a first approximation this seems to be a reasonable choice since splash
dispersal is often successfully described using these distributions. In addition, when
analysing the model, application of these two p.d.f.s results in similar spore dispersal
behaviour. However, for the mechanistic model the p.d.f. for spatial spread of spores
should correspond to experimental data on frequency distributions of droplet travel
distances from single-drop impactions. In addition, the probability of a spore travelling
some distance should be compensated for by droplet size distribution in a rain event. In
a real rain event there is a distribution of impacting drops and subsequently in splashing
droplets. Since the number of spores and the dispersed distance depends on droplet size
this droplet size distribution should be taken into account for the mechanistic model.
Note that we are now modelling spores splashing on a horizontal surface. In natural
systems the plant canopy will have an additional effect on distances that spores splash.
In a subsequent study we will describe the mechanisms involved with spatial spread of
spores in more detail.
The diffusion approximation for the mechanistic model showed that for splash dispersal a diffusion model is in most situations not a useful approximation. The main problem
in using a diffusion model for splash dispersal is that the initial inoculum source is depleted instantaneously at t=0. For reasonable values of the parameter A, however, the
fraction of spores still in the initial inoculum source is decreased to 10% only after 20
to 50 minutes of rain, leading to the large differences between the mechanistic model
and the diffusion equation. Of course, if it continues raining all the spores will ultimately be splashed from the source and be dispersed over relatively large distances from
their initial point. In this limit for t—>oo the diffusion model describes the process as
well as the mechanistic model. Still, we would like to emphasize that during each rain
event spores are dispersed over relatively short distances with rain durations of up to 60
minutes maximum; this process is best described by the mechanistic approach.
Although a two-dimensional diffusion approximation possibly reduces the differences
between theoretical values and observed values we want to emphasize that it will not
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change the quality of the model output seen in Figures 2.6 and 2.7.
Finally, a still unanswered question is: How does the proposed mechanistic model
perform if it is compared to experimental data on spore dispersal from a point source?
Experimental verification is necessary to test the model and we will return to this question in a subsequent paper. Then a two-dimensional model description will be used,
because testing the model involves a quantitative approach. To test the model on factors
influencing the dispersal process, wewill use data sets including different rain intensities
as well as various ground covers.
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Chapter 3

Spores splashing under
different environmental
conditions: a modelling
approach.
A. Pielaat L.V. Madden G.Gort 1

Abstract
A mechanistic model was developed for the dispersal of plant pathogens by rain-splash
over a homogeneous surface from a point source. The model represents number of spores
per unit area and time as a function of distance r and time t, N(t,r), and includes: i. A
probability per unit time of a spore being splashed, ii. A probability per splash event
of being removed from the dispersal process, and Hi. A probability function for the
distance a spore travels during a single splash event. Based on the model an equation
is developed for the total number of spores in the area surrounding inoculum source
over time, N(t). Equations for the expected mean distance E(r), and mean squared
distance E(r 2 ) spores travel during a rain event at a given time are also derived from the
model. It is shown how the latter is used for characterizing and comparing dispersal and
assessing the magnitude of disease spread. Although the model for N(t,r) is complex,
equations for N(t) and E(r 2 ) are relatively simple expressions of the parameters and
P h y t o p a t h o l o g y (1998) 88, 1131-1140.
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time. The model was tested by comparing theoretical results to previously published
experimental results for the dispersal of Colletotrichurn acutatum conidia obtained using
a rain simulator. In these experiments the point source consisted of infected strawberry
fruit, with sporulating lesions, and the entire area received generated rain for up to 46
min. Spore deposition at selected times and distances was determined and related to
experimental factors of rain intensity and surface topography. Comparing model and
data indicated that the model was applicable to assess splash dispersal for a range of
conditions. For example, observed data and model predictions showed that both N(t)
and E(r 2 ) increased to a maximum over time and then declined, probably due to spore
removal from the system and depletion of spores at the source. Factors influencing the
process could be assessed by changing parameter values.

3.1

Introduction

Spores of many fungal plant pathogens are dispersed in rain-splash droplets and consequently cause new infections within a crop (Fitt and McCartney, 1985; Madden, 1992).
Many of the most serious fungal diseases of crops in temperate and tropical climates are
caused by pathogens with splash dispersed spores (Fitt et al, 1989).
Experimental work on dissemination of splash dispersed pathogens has increased
considerably in recent years (Fitt et al., 1986°; Madden et al., 1996; Reynolds et al.,
1987; Yang et al., 1991). A rain simulator often is used to study the dispersal process,
and the effects of rain, canopy, surface, and pathogen properties are assessed (Fitt et
al, 1992; Madden et al., 1993; Yang and Madden, 1993). For these experiments, an
infected plant unit (e.g. fruit) is used as a point source, and the entire area receives a
simulated rain. Resulting data sets on spore deposition contain information about the
spatial spread from this point source for different environmental (e.g. rain intensity) and
biological (e.g. crop density) conditions (Madden et al, 1996; Yang and Madden, 1993).
Upto now, these data sets havebeen used for the development ofsomedescriptive models
(Fitt and McCartney, 1986a; Fitt et al., 1987). These models, however, only contain
information on the dispersal gradients for the original experiment and cannot be used
to predict spatial spread for different conditions. Therefore, a model was developed that
incorporates the main physical mechanisms behind splash dispersal. Factors influencing
the splashing process are incorporated in parameters underlying the spatial spread of
spores from a point source. The model includes: i. A probability per unit time of a spore
being splashed, ii. A probability per splash of being removed from the process, and Hi.
A probability function for the distance a spore travels during a splash event. Since these
are the main physical processes during splash dispersal influenced by environmental and
biological conditions, their parameter values can be adapted for different circumstances.
In this paper the main mechanisms behind splash dispersal are discussed and incorporated as separate terms in the model. In addition, it is shown how the total number

3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
of spores in the area surrounding the inoculum source changes from the start of the rain
episode by derivation of a second model from the original. Finally, equations for the
mean displacement and mean-squared distance displacement of spores from the original point source were determined. In particular, it is shown how the latter is used for
characterizing and comparing dispersal.
The developed model was tested by comparing theoretical results to experimental
results obtained with a rain simulator. Data sets were used for the splash dispersal of
Colletotrichum acutatum conidia in relation to surface topography (Yang et al., 1990)
and rain intensity (Madden et al, 1996).

3.2 Materials and Methods
For abetter understanding of the model construction, an explanation ofthe experimental
set-up used to assess spore dispersal is given.
At the start of the experiment, spore samplers are placed at several distances around
an inoculum point source. The sampler consists of a petri dish, with a semi-selective
growth medium for Colletotrichum species, and a rain shield to prevent direct interception of rain (Fig.l in Yang et al, 1990). The point source comprises infected strawberry
fruit with sporulating lesions, and the entire area receives a rain of up to 46 minutes in
duration. At several times during the rain, usually every 5 min, splash droplets with
spores are collected in the sampler for 1 minute. Petri dishes are then replaced and
droplets are again collected. Petri dishes are incubated and fungal colonies are counted.
Calibration studies show that 65%of spores deposited in the dishes germinate and form
colonies (Yang et al., 1990). Resulting data sets consist of number of colonies per square
centimeter per minute at several times and distances during rain episodes. Detailed
information about the experimental set-up is given by Madden (1992).
Data from two published experiments were considered here. In the first, dispersal
(measured as colonies) was determined over three ground covers, plastic, soil, and straw,
with rain intensities of 15 and 30 mm h _ 1 (Yang et al., 1990). In the second, dispersal
was determined over soil for seven rain intensities, from 2to 60 mm h _ 1 (Madden et al,
1996).

3.3 The model
3.3.1 Spatial spread of spores from a point source
Taking the above described experimental results as a starting point, the model should
represent the number of spores found at an arbitrary point on the surface at any time
during a rain episode.
Suppose M(t,x,y) stands for the number of spores found at a particular point, having
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coordinates (x,y) inrelation tothe source attime t during arain episode. The number
of spores entering a Petri dish at some distance from thesource perunit oftime is
assumed tobeequal inalldirections around the inoculum source, because oflackof
air movement in these studies. This means the number of spores will be homogeneously
spread on any circle around the source. Now, the radiusrof any circle around the source
can beexpressed asx=\Jx2 +y2. Henceforth, we use N(t,r) todenote the numberof
spores found at any arbitrary point on a circle with radius r around the source at time
t during the rain.
We first describe the spores onthe surface at the start ofthe rain. Attime t=0,
the only spores are at the point source, r=0. Because, ultimately, we want to assess
distances spores travel from this starting point, we need a model expression inwhich
spores atthe source do not take any space themselves. The space that is occupied by an
infected fruit is small relative to the distances travelled; thus, a "zero space" expression
is reasonable. A mathematical expression for such an impulse function is the Dirac delta
function, denoted as 5(r) (Doucet andSloep, 1992). This function characterizesthe
initial distribution of spores att=0, that is, ithas anarea of1atr=0 and anarea of0
at all other values of ratthe start of the rain event.
The entire experimental area (including the point source ofspores) is then exposed to
rain. Itwas found that spores atthe source decrease exponentially innumber (Madden
et al, 1992; Yang etal., 1991°). This can beexplained from the physical mechanism
with which spores aredispersed. When it starts raining, spores areincorporated in
the formed splash droplets andareredistributed around thesource in ballistic flight
trajectories (Macdonald and McCartney, 1989). The number of spores that are splashed
away is proportional to the number present atagiven time, resulting inanexponential
decline. This information can be translated inasecond model term that represents the
declining number of spores atthe source onceitstarts raining. The Dirac delta function
should then be multiplied with the number of spores atthe start of the rain, denoted by
N(0,r), toget the actual spore numbers. Ifthe number of spores atthe source, N(t,0),
decreases proportional to the number present, spores have acertain probability per unit
time ofbeing splashed, denoted here byAm i n - 1 . The exponentially decreasing spore
numbers atr=0 can be describedas
N(t,r) =e-Xt5(r)-N(0,r).

(3.1)

During its first flight from the source, aspore has aprobability of landing ata place
where itcannot be splashed again. This occurs when aspore lands, for example, in the
straw just below the surface. This mechanism explains why fruit disease incidenceis
lower when straw instead of soil isused as aground cover (Madden etal, 1993).
If a spore lands at a place that isnotindirect contact with impacting raindrops,
it isoutofthe process forthe rest ofthe rain episode. Spores have a probabilityof
splashing out of the process each time they are impacted by awater drop. Therefore,an
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expression for the probability of staying in the process per splash should be incorporated
in the model, denoted by e (unitless). The probability of being removed per splash is
then 1— e.
Now, consider the distance a spore can travel when it is splashed away once from the
source, given that it stays in the process. Yang et al. (1991a) performed an experiment
inwhich a fruit was hit by a raindrop (of a range of diameters and impact velocities), and
travel distances of the splashing water droplets were measured. A frequency distribution
of droplet travel distances could be determined (Fig.7inYang et al., 1991°). Since spores
are dispersed in these splash droplets, this experiment gives a good representation of
spore travel distances from a single drop impaction.
The frequency distribution of droplet travel distances could be approximated by
a normal distribution. Any other distributions could be used with tail probabilities
smoothly diminishing to zero that would account for skewness of the distribution, such
as a double-exponential distribution (Pielaat and Van den Bosch, 1998). However, the
normal distribution isreasonably robust to some nonsymmetry ofthe actual distribution.
As droplets are dispersed equally around the source, we need a normal distribution in
two dimensions to represent droplet travel distances.
Let D(x,y) be the probability density function of a spore travelling to position (x,y)
from position (0,0) during onesplash. If, for example, xi and yi arenormally distributed,
both with expectation 0, and travelling in x and y direction occurs uncorrelated, then
the spatial density of spores after one splash can be specified as
1

-(»i+i/i)

in which a2 is the variance for the travel distance x and y (Mood et al, 1950). A spore
will continue splashing during the rain. Assume that each time a spore is splashed from
any point on the surface, it has the same probability density function for travel distances
and that during a rain episode spores splash itimes. The equation for the spatial spread
after being splashed i times, D(x,y)*8, can then be derived using the above discussed
method for i = l . Using the normal distribution for D(x,y) (Mood et al., 1950), it follows
that

Because the resulting probability distribution is a bivariate normal distribution with
p =0 and so rotationally symmetrical again, the probability is a function of distance
x=\Jx1 +y2 only, and we can write

D r)

< * =d ^ -

(3 4)
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We now have an expression for the decreasing number of spores at the source (3.1) and
an expression for the spatial movement of spores in the field once they have splashed i
times (3.4). The final step here is to determine the probability of being splashed i times.
Some spores are splashed more times than others in a rain episode. Therefore, a
probability distribution is incorporated for the number of splashes, i per spore within
time t, in which the discrete stochastic process for i=0,l,2,...,oo. We assume that spores
splash independently and, therefore, the number of splashes for a spore in time t is
poisson distributed. Given that the probability ofbeing splashed per unit time is denoted
by A, the mean number of splashes during time t equals At. The resulting poisson
probability is

P(i)

{\t)leia-\t

(3.5)

In Pielaat and Van den Bosch (1998), a partial differential equation was developed
to describe the process of splash dispersal. Solving this model, a poisson distribution
appears to represent the probability of a spore being splashed i times at some time
during the rain event.
Because each time a spore is splashed it has a probability, e, of staying in the system,
we have to multiply equation 3.5 by el N(0,r) to determine the number of spores still in
the process and splashed i times. Multiplying (3.5) times el N(0,r) with (3.4) gives the
number of spores found at distance r from the source once they are splashed i times.
Finally, in a rain episode, different spores splash different number of times, all having
a different contribution to the number of spores at a certain distance from the source.
Therefore, we make a summation over all possible times a spore can be splashed (i=l
to oo) to attain the actual spatial spread of spores in the field at any time during a rain
event.
This leads to the resulting equation for number of spores at any arbitrary point on
r at time t during the rain:

N(t,r)

,-At

S(r)

y We-*,£
L.—7\

1
27ri<72

•7V(0,r),

when the model is specified with a normal distribution for D(r)**. Although (3.6) shows
an infinite series X}Si> the individual terms decline relatively soon to 0. For calculations, we added new terms until the contribution with respect to the previous summation
differed by less than 0.001%. This was achieved with an upper summation limit of i=99.
Dividing both sides of (3.6) by N(0,r) produces the probability of a spore travelling distance r in time t, P(t,r) (P(t,r)=N[t,r]/N[0,r]).
A mathematical derivation of this model is described in Pielaat and Van den Bosch

(3-6)
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(1998), based on a general solution of a partial differential equation for P(t,r) and an
unspecified D(r)*\

3.3.2 Number of spores during a rain episode
To describe the total number of spores present at all distances surrounding the source, an
equation can be derived from (3.6). Since now we are discussing the change in number
of spores over time, only a time (but no distance) component is needed to describe
what happens during a rain episode. Following the model (3.6), the initial spores at the
point source decline proportional to the number present. That is, if Ni(t) represents the
number of spores at the source at time t, then

«

=- » * [ *

(3.7)

with initial condition N 1 (0)=N(0,r).
The number of spores away from the source, N2(t), will increase proportional to the
number at the source. However, in their first splash from the source, spores already
have a nonzero probability of removal from the process (1 - e). Therefore, the number
of spores that reach the field per unit of time is proportional to the number of spores
that were splashed from the source multiplied by their probability of remaining in the
process during the first splash. Once in the field, spores have a probability per splash
of disappearing from the process into the ground (or, in general, out of the system). So,
simultaneously with an increase, the number of spores in the field will decrease with a
factor, A(l — e), proportional to the number present. The equation for N 2 (t) can then
be written as

^ | ^ = XeN^t) - A(l - e)N2(t),

(3.8)

with initial condition N 2 (0)= 0.
The number of spores that are removed from the field, Ns(t) equals the second term
in (3.8) and spores directly splashed out of the process from the source, namely,

^

1

= \(1 - e)N2(t) + X(l - 8)^(1),

with initial condition N 3 (0)= 0.
Solving the equation for N 2 (t) leads to

(3.9)
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N2(t) = -N(0, r){e~xt - e ^ 1 - 6 * ' )

(3.10)

This equation shows the number of spores surrounding the source increases from the
start of the rain up to t*=-ln(l-£)/Ae, and then the number decreases again.
To check the correctness of (3.10),itis derived directly from the full model (3.6) for
spore dispersal. The full model (3.6) shows that during the rain, the initial number of
spores at the source, N(0,r), declines according to N(0,r) e~ At . Once a spore has left the
initial source, itis displaced in the field as

N(t,r) = N(0,r)J2^

i„-\t
(At)*e

e^W".

(3.11)

This equation shows the number of spores that travelled aparticular distance atsome
time in arain episode, whereas now we would like to know the total number of spores
over the whole surface surrounding the source in time. To determine the total, sum the
number of spores at the different distances from the source. For continuous space, this is
done by integrating over all possible places a spore can be at a particular time; therefore,

N(t) =N(0,r)J2^ r f
e*/ D^dr.
l
»=i
J°

(3.12)

Since the sum, orintegration, of the probability D(r)*s for all possible places is1by
definition, the solution of (3.12)is
(eXtY
AT(*)=AT(0,r)e-A'^^--l.

(3.13)

i=l

For following manipulation it isuseful tosum from i=0 rather than i = l . Because
(£At)°/0!=l, the lower limit on the summation in (3.13) can be changed to 0 and then
1 can be subtracted to give an equivalent expression:

N(t)=N(0,r)e-Xtf^^^-l.
The term YMLQ{£^ t)V^ i s the Taylor series expansion of esXt. Substituting the exponential expression for the infinite sum results in

(3.14)
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N(t) = N{0,r) e-Xt(esXt - 1),

(3.15)

which is equal to (3.10) for N 2 (t).

3.3.3 Measures of distance displacement of spores during a rain
Determining distances spores travel has been a goal of experimental work usingarain
simulator (Fitt et al., 1992;Madden et al.,1992;Reynolds et al, 1987;Yang et al, 1990).
Resulting data sets for number of spores deposited per time unit at various distances
can be used to calculate measures ofdisplacement of spores during rains. First, the total
number of spores entering a contour around the source per unit time after some period
of rain can be calculated. For that, the number of spores found at each single sampling
distance is multiplied by 27rr, the circumference of a circle. The most obvious summary
measure of distance is the mean (or expected) displacement of spores per time during
the rain. That is, the mean is determined by multiplying the sampling distances by
accompanying number of spores found for each contour at some time, summing up the
resulting numbers, and dividing by the original number of spores at the start of the rain.
But, because the initial number of spores at the source is not exactly known for these
experiments, only an expected displacement of spores multiplied by the initial number
(N[0,r]) can be calculated from the data: that is,
E[r{t)]N(0, r) =] T rN(t, r)2irr,

(3.16)

in which, E[r(t)] =the mean distance spores travel from the source, and N(t,r)27rr=
total number of spores found at a contour with radius r during some time interval in the
rain.
In terms of model (3.6), the expected value for displacement of spores around the
source during a rain can be specified following Doucet and Sloep (1992) as
oo

E[r(t)]N(0,r) = /rN{t,r)2irrdr.
o

(3.17)

That is, instead of summing up discrete distances (3.16), we integrate over all possible
locations of the continuous distance variable r. Using (3.6) for N(t,r) in (3.17), we find
E[r(t)]N(0,r) =e~xt-^=f^^Vi

N(0,r).

(3.18)
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Equation (3.18), with parameter values estimated (described in Results) or assumed,
can be related to experimental data on spore deposition using calculated E[r(t)] from
(3.16). A different expression would result for (3.18) if an other D(i)" function was used
in (3.6).
For many continuous processes in space, it is easier to derive the mean-squared
displacement, E(r 2 ) (Othmer et aZ.,1988):
E[r2{t)]N(0, r)=J2

r2N{t, r)2nr.

(3.19)

The equation for the model of N(t,r) (3.6) then changes to
oo

2

E[r (t)]N(0,r)

= fr2N(t,r)2nrdr,
o

(3.20)

which leads to
E[r2(t)}N(0, r) = 2s\a2te-^1-^t

N{0, r).

(3.21)

Equation (3.21) specifies the mean-squared displacement of spores in a rain episode times
the original number of spores at the source. Spores will reach their maximum squared
distance at t*=l/A(l — e). A striking result is that the mean-squared displacement
of spores, 2e\a2te~x^1~e^t, is independent of the complicated spore travel distribution
D*z and requires no infinite summation. In fact, (3.21) is valid for all D*8 functions.
Therefore, it will in many cases be easier to derive and use this quantity than the
mean displacement (3.18), which does depend on D*\ Again, (3.21) can be related to
experimental data using calculated E[r 2 (t)] from (3.19).

3.4 Parameter estimation
The full model for splash dispersal, (3.6), in principle could be used to estimate parameters. However, the infinite summation, even approximated by a series from 1to 99 (or
less), is difficult to use in fitting the equation to N(t,r) data. Initial efforts to directly
use (3.6) on the ground cover (Yang et al., 1990) and rain intensity (Madden et al.,
1996) data sets resulted in highly correlated and unreliable parameter estimates. Thus,
equations for N(t) and E[r 2 (t)], (3.15) and (3.21), respectively, were used simultaneously
to estimate parameters. To use (3.15) and (3.21), the observed N(t,r) data were adjusted
to obtain N(t) and E[r 2 (t)], as described below.
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x10'

Distance(cm)

Figure 3.1: Probability of a spore travelling distance r (cm) from a point source of inoculum
over time t (min) during a rain event, P(t,r), with P(t,r)= N(t,r)/N(0,r) and N(0,r) being the
number of spores at the source (based on 3.6). The probability of being splashed per unit of
time, A,is0.13min -1 ; the probability of staying in the process per splash event, e, is0.25; and
the standard deviation for D(r)" (theflightdistribution ofspores for individual splash events),
a, is 25cm.

The full model or the pair of models contains four parameters, N(0,r), A, e, and a.
Number ofspores at the point source (N[0,r]) wascontrolled inthe experiments described
here and was considered to be fixed for all treatments (ground covers or intensities) in
an experiment (Madden et al, 1996; Yang et al, 1990). Here, we use N(0,r) = 105 for
rain intensity study and N(0,r) = 106 for the ground cover experiment. The other three
parameters were estimated for each treatment using nonlinear least squares regression.
Data adaptations. To calculate the total number of spores in the process at some
time during a rain episode, N(t), using (3.15), the total number of colonies from 0 to
the largest radius should be counted. However, only the number of spores per square
centimeter per minute at particular distances were determined (Madden et al, 1996;
Yang et al., 1990). Weassumed that the counted number ofspores per square centimeter
at some distance is constant at all locations within an annulus around the source. For
example, if spore numbers N(t,r) were measured at 20, 40, 60 and 80 cm from the
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Figure 3.2: Probability of a spore travelling distance r (cm) from a point source of inoculum
over time t (min) during a rain event, P(t,r), with P(t,r)= N(t,r)/N(0,r) and N(0,r) being the
number of spores at the source (based on 3.6). The probability of being splashed per unit of
time, A,is 0.25 min -1 ; the probability of staying in the process per splash event, e, is0.25; and
the standard deviation for D(r)*' (the flight distribution of spores for individual splash events),
a, is 25cm.

source, then the total numbers within a radius (r) of 20 cm from the source is estimated
as N(t,20)-7r • (20 + 10) 2 . Subsequently, the total number between 20 and 40 cm from
the source is estimated as N(t, 40) • n •(40 + 1 0 ) 2 - N(t,40)-7r •(40 - 10)2, and so on.
Adding up the results gives the total number of colonies within a radius of 80 cm from
the source at some time during the rain.
For each consecutive time in the rain, the mean displacement or mean squared displacement of spores multiplied by the initial number can, in principle, be calculated from
the data according to (3.16) or (3.19). However, as discussed in the above paragraph,
only data at specified locations were obtained. Thus, it was assumed that N(t,r) was
constant from r-Ar to r+Ar (with Ar=10 cm here). That is, for r=20, the formula within
the summation of (3.16) becomes rN(t,30)2?rr; and for r=40, r(N(t,50)-N(t,30))27rr.
Statistical analysis. Equations (3.15) and (3.21) were simultaneously fitted to the
observed data for N(t) and E[r 2 (t)], respectively, using nonlinear least-squares regression
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Figure 3.3: Probability of a spore travelling distance r (cm) from a point source of inoculum
over time t (min) during a rain event, P(t,r), with P(t,r)= N(t,r)/N(0,r) and N(0,r) being the
number of spores at the source (based on 3.6). The probability of being splashed per unit of
time, A,is0.13min - 1 ; the probability of staying in the process per splash event, e, is0.50; and
the standard deviation for D(r)*1 (the flight distribution of spores for individual splash events),
a, is 25cm.

(Seber and Wild 1989). The Gauss-Newton method for minimization of the generalized
sum or squares of the residuals (across the two equations) was used in conjunction with
the "seemingly unrelated regression (SUR)" parameter estimation method. Calculations
were performed with the MODEL procedure of SAS/ETS (Statistical Analysis System
6.12; SAS Institute Cary, NC). MODEL determines the analytical partial derivatives of
the models with respect to the parameters that are needed in the Gauss-Newton procedure. This procedure can be used for systems of nonlinear equations in which one or
more of the parameters are shared by two or more equations. It was assumed that the
errors (unexplained variation) for each equation (estimated by the residuals) were identically and independently distributed with zero means and a positive definite covariance
matrix. The SUR method allows for the nonzero correlation of the residuals across the
equations in determining parameters and their estimated (asymptotic) standard errors.
For the rain intensity study (Madden et at, 1996), certain functions of the estimated
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Table 3.1: Estimated parameters of (3.15) and (3.21) for splash dispersal ofspores with seven
rain intensities. Data are from Madden et al. (1996). For equations, it was assumed that
N(0,r)=10 5 .
Rain
Intensity
(mm h _ 1 )
2
4C
7
11
15
30
60

Estimated parameters
a
A
£
(min - 1 )
(splash - 1 )
(cm)
0.023
0.0002
23
(0.010)6
(0.0004)
(5.8)
0.002
0.033
20
(0.031)
(4.1)
(5.2)
0.034
0.046
20
(0.010)
(1.0)
(0.005)
0.026
0.130
15
(0.007)
(0.012)
(0.2)
0.075
0.210
26
(2.2)
(0.013)
(0.025)
0.130
0.460
20
(0.015)
(0.031)
(1.3)
0.116
0.480
18
(0.014)
(1.4)
(0.033)

Root MSE a
N(t) r 2 (t)
2.5

1.3

21

21

54

49

951

48

2448

756

3600

982

4166

521

a

Root mean square error ofthe observed values around thepredicted curves.
'Standard error ofestimated parameter inparentheses.
c
Model-fitting procedure didnotconverge.

parameters were related t o intensity (/; m m h ) using a nonlinear empirical model.
T h e model used was either l n ( y ) = a - b e _ c / or y = a - b e _ c / , in which a, b , and c are
parameters, and y is some combination of t h e model parameters (e.g., A[l- e]).

3.5

Results

3.5.1

Model simulation

To give a general insight into t h e model, some simulation results will be shown first.
After t h e start of a rain spores gradually move into t h e area surrounding t h e point
source. Figure 3.1 shows a model simulation for P ( t , r ) ( = N[t,r] / N[0,r]) with a set
of reasonable parameter values (as shown below). Here, P ( t , r ) increases at least u p
to approximately 10 min at all distances from t h e source. Beyond this time, P ( t , r )
decreases. This decreasing probability is primarily due t o depletion of spores at t h e
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Table 3.2: Estimated parameters of (3.15) and (3.21) for splash dispersal of sporeswith three
ground covers at two rain intensities. Data are from Yang et al. (1990). For equations, it was
assumed that N(0,r)=106.

Ground
Cover
Plastic

Rain
Intensity
(mm h - 1 )
15

Soil
Straw
Plastic
Soil
Straw

30

Estimated parameters
<j
A
£
(min - 1 ) (splash - 1 ) (cm)
0.12
32
0.05
(2.2)
(0.008)6
(0.003)
0.09
0.05
36
(0.02)
(0.007)
(1.6)
0.12
0.03
32
(2.2)
(0.022)
(0.006)
0.20
0.19
27
(0.012)
(0.012)
(0.7)
0.13
0.10
29
(3.0)
(0.005)
(0.005)
0.25
0.09
20
(0.018)
(0.007)
(1.0)

Root MSE a
N(t) r 2 (t)
1826

1159

5335

215

3873

969

6610

1725

2528

2636

3060

585

"Root meansquareerror ofthe observed valuesaroundthe predictedcurves.
Standard error ofestimated parameter inparentheses.
inoculum source and removal of spores from the system. Figure 3.2 shows a model
simulation in which A is set to a larger value. When A increases, it takes spores less time
to be spread to the area surrounding the source, and the probability of being splashed
to larger distances in relatively little time increases compared with Figure 3.1. Setting
e to a larger value increases P(t,r) in time for all distances (Figure 3.3).

3.5.2 Parameter estimates
Table 3.1 shows the estimates and accompanying (asymptotic) standard errors for A, e
and a when all three parameters were simultaneously estimated for the rain intensity
data of Madden et al., (1996).
The nonlinear least squares procedure converged for all rain intensities except 4 mm
h _ 1 , although parameter estimates were reasonable for this intensity as well. Spore
deposition was very low (but nonzero) at the lowest rain intensities (Fig.2 in Madden
et al., 1996), and there probably was insufficient change in N(t,r) with increasing t and
r (or change in N(t) with increasing t) for the least squares procedure to converge at
4 mm h _ 1 . Standard errors were very small except for the lack of convergence case.
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Correlations of the estimated parameters were all under 0.75, and most were less t h a n
0.5.
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Figure 3.4: Estimated dispersal coefficient (a = e\a2/2) and the rate of spore loss (/? =
A[l—e\) for increasing rain intensities (I; mm h _ 1 ) . Values for a, based on estimated parameters
in Table 3.1,could be fitted by a limited exponential growth model the form ln(a) = a - b e _ c / ,
in which a = 2.39 (standard error [SE]= 0.51), b = 12.30 (SE= 1.24) and c= 0.15(SE= 0.03).
For f3, the model /?= a - b e ~ c / was used based on estimated parameters in Table 3.1, in which
a = 0.068 (SE= 0.016), b = 0.068 (SE= 0.020), and c= 0.076 (SE= 0.062).
There were clear trends in parameter estimates with increasing intensity. Except
for 11 m m h _ 1 , the probability of being splashed per unit time, A, increased with rain
intensity u p to 30 m m h _ 1 . Because the number and size of b o t h impacting drops and
splashing droplets increases w i t h increasing rain intensity (Madden et al., 1996), A was
expected to follow this trend. For 60 m m h _ 1 , estimated A was slightly less t h a n for
30 m m h - 1 , b u t t h e difference was not significant, suggesting t h a t a maximum A was
reached. T h e increase in water puddles at the highest intensity (Madden, unpublished
data) may dilute the surface density of spores per area, thus decreasing the probability of
splash. T h e estimated probability of staying in the process per splash, e, also increased
with rain intensity. At intensities of < 7 m m h _ 1 , e was less t h a n 0.05, meaning t h a t
the probability of being removed per splash (1 - e) was greater t h a n 0.95. T h e estimated
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measure of distance a spore splashes, a, was invariant to intensity (Table 3.1). T h a t is,
a « 20 cm at all intensities.
Soil
10000

17.5

23.5

29.5

Time(min)
Figure 3.5: Change in total number of spores across a circular area (with a radius of 100 cm),
N(t), during a rain event for seven different intensities using soil as a ground cover. Symbols
used for observed values are triangles for 2 mm h _ 1 , diamonds for 4 mm h _ 1 and 15 mm h _ 1 ,
crosses for 7 and 30 mm h _ 1 , dots for 11 and 60 mm h - 1 . Data are from Madden et al. (1996)
for number of spores per square centimeter per minute at various times (t) and distances (r)
from the source, N(t,r). Curves are based on eq. 3.15 with parameter estimates in Table 3.1,
with an assumed source strength (N[0,r]) of 105 spores.
In Figure 3.4 the so-called "diffusion" coefficient (a = \ea2/2),
and (3 is the rate
of spore loss (/3 = A[l - e]) (Pielaat and Van den Bosch, 1998) are plotted versus rain
intensity. There was a general increase in a and /? with intensity at low intensities, with
a leveling off at > 30 m m h _ 1 .
Table 3.2 shows the estimated parameter values and accompanying (asymptotic)
s t a n d a r d errors for the ground cover d a t a of Yang et al. (1990), when three parameters
were simultaneously estimated.
As with the intensity experiment (Madden et a/., 1996) described above, b o t h A and
e increased when rain intensity increased from 15 to 30 m m h _ 1 . Estimated a decreased
slightly with increasing intensity; however, t h e values of a at 30 m m h - 1 were similar t o
those determined in the intensity experiment (Table 3.1). Furthermore, Afor soil at 15
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and 30 m m h _ 1 with the ground cover experiment (Table 3.2) were very similar t o the
estimates for these intensities with the rain intensity experiment. Surprisingly, A was
larger for straw t h a n for soil. For the 30 m m h _ 1 rain intensity, the probability of staying
in the process per splash, e, was largest when plastic was used as ground cover (e ss 0.2)
and smallest when straw was used (e « 0.1). For 15 m m h _ 1 this trend was somewhat
less clear and e was only affected by straw (0.05 versus 0.03). However, t h e lower values
overall for e at this intensity make it more difficult to quantify differences. At an intensity
of 30 m m h _ 1 , the estimated a for plastic and soil (<r « 28 cm) were greater t h a n for
straw (crfa 20). At 15 m m h _ 1 , a was not greatly affected by ground cover. From this
study it can be seen t h a t the effect of ground cover on dispersal components is most
discernible at high rain intensity.

15mm/h
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Figure 3.6: Change in total number of spores across a circular area (with a radius of 120
cm), N(t), during a rain event for two different labeled intensities using straw, soil or plastic as
a ground cover. Symbols used for observed values are triangles for straw, crosses for soil and
dots for plastic. Data are from Yang et al. (1990) for number of spores per square centimeter
per minute at various times (t) and distances (r) from the source, N(t,r). Curves are based on
(3.15) with parameter estimates in Table 3.2, with an assumed source strength (N[0,r]) of 106
spores.
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3.5.3 N u m b e r of spores
According to (3.15) and reasonable parameter values, total number of spores in the field
at time t, N(t), should initially increase during a rain episode.
This trend can be seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 when the model is applied to experimental data sets. Figure 3.5 shows N(t) over time for the data sets with different rain
intensities (Madden et al, 1996), all with the same ground cover. Because Agenerally
increased with intensity (Table 3.1), the maximum number of spores was predicted to
be reached after a relatively short period of rain at high rain intensity compared to low
intensity (at t*=-ln(l-e)/Ae). Also, N(t) overall was predicted to increase with intensities because of the term in (3.15), at least until spore removal (reflected by e) dominates
over the number of spores leaving the source. Both data and model outcome agree with
these general expectations (Figure 3.5). Only from 30 to 60 mm h _ 1 did N(t) fail to
consistently increase with intensity, probably because Adid not increase. For the low
rain intensities (< 15 mm h _ 1 ) , the probability of being splashed was small (Table 3.1),
and N(t) was still increasing even after 45 minutes of rain (Figure 3.5). For the high rain
intensities, the maximum number of spores splashed across an area was reached quickly,
and £ then dominates the process.
If plastic is used as a ground cover (Figure 3.6), more spores are expected to stay in
the process compared to other ground covers, causing a larger N(t) than for soil or straw
(Madden, 1992; Yang et al., 1990). This was clearly seen for 30 mm h _ 1 and, to a lesser
extent, for 15 mm b r 1 (where there was only a slight difference between plastic or soil
versus straw). These results can be predicted from the model because of the large e for
plastic compared to the other covers at 30 mm h _ 1 (Table 3.2). At the lower intensity,
£ for plastic was slightly higher than for straw, but not for soil, although all values were
low for e. At 30 mm h _ 1 , N(t) for soil and straw were similar at low t, and then soil had
the larger N(t), presumably because of the combined effects of s and A. At 15 mm h _ 1 ,
straw clearly had the lowest N(t) of the three ground covers, which can be explained by
the small, but significant, difference in e between straw and plastic.

3.5.4

Measures of displacement

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 illustrates data and model predictions for the mean squared travel
distance times N(0,r) for different intensities and ground covers (Yang et al., 1990; Madden et al, 1996). In general, E(r 2 ) increased with most rain intensities, and the time of
the maximum E(r 2 ) was shorter for high intensity rains than low intensity ones. Also,
surface topography affected the magnitude of E(r 2 ), especially at 30 mm h - 1 . Model
results using parameter estimates of Tables 3.1 and 3.2 agree with the observations.
The figures show that during a rain episode, observed mean squared displacement first
increased and then decreased. Spores being lost from the system, that is, e < 1, causes
this result in the model. In fact, if e = 1, E(r 2 ) reduces to the linear function 2Acr2t.
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Figure 3.7: Mean squared distance spores travel times initial number, E(r2)N(0,r), during a
rain event for sevendifferent intensities using soilasa ground cover. Symbols used for observed
values are triangles for 2 mm h _ 1 , diamonds for 4 and 15 mm h _ 1 , crosses for 7 and 30 mm
h - 1 , dots for 11 and 60 mm h _ 1 . Data are from Madden et al. (1996) for number of spores
per square centimeter per minute at various times (t) and distances (r) from the source, N(t,r).
Observed E(r2)N(0,r) was calculated with (3.19). Curves are based on (3.21 with parameter
estimates in Table 3.1,with an assumed source strength (N(0,r)) of 10s spores.

Because A generally increased with intensity (Table 3.1), the distance spores traveled
by a certain time was also expected to increase and then decrease again as spores are
removed. This can be seen in Figure 3.7. Maximum values for E(r 2 ) ranged from about
400 cm 2 ( ^ ( r 2 ) ] 1 / 2 « 20 cm) for a 30 mm h " 1 rain down to < 10 cm 2 {[E{r2)}1'2 < 3
cm) for intensities under 5 mm h _ 1 .
Ground cover had a major effect on E(r 2 ) (Figure 3.8). Maximum values for E(r 2 )
ranged from about 30 cm 2 ( ^ ( r 2 ) ] 1 / 2 w 5 cm) for straw to about 125 cm 2 ([E^ 2 )] 1 / 2 «
11 cm) for plastic at 30 mm h _ 1 . At the lower rain intensity, E(r 2 ) was more similar
among the ground covers, with some observed values greater for soil than for plastic.
In agreement with this observation, estimated parameters were more similar among the
ground covers.
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Figure 3.8: Mean squared distance spores travel times initial number, E(r 2 )N(0,r), during
a rain event for two different intensities using straw, soil, plastic as a ground cover. Symbols
used for observed values are triangles for straw, crosses for soil and dots for plastic. Data are
from Yang et al. (1990) for the number of spores per square centimeter per minute at various
times (t) and distances (r) from the source, N(t,r). Observed E(r 2 )N(0,r) was calculated with
(3.19). Curves are based on (3.21) with parameter estimates in Table 3.2, with an assumed
source strength (N(0,r)) of 10 6 spores.

3.6

Discussion

A model was proposed here (3.6) to represent the spatial spread of spores by rainsplash from a point source at any time during a rain event over a homogeneous surface.
T h e model was based on i. A probability per unit time of a spore being splashed, it.
A probability per splash event of a spore being removed from the dispersal process,
a n d Hi. A probability function for t h e distance a spore travels during a single splash
event. A nonlinear least squares analysis for systems of equations was successfully used
to fit t h e model to the experimental d a t a . Results showed the model was applicable
for characterizing splash dispersal under a range of conditions including situations with
small and large numbers of dispersed spores.
Although the full model developed here for N(t,r) (3.6) reproduces t h e general p a t t e r n
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of spore deposition in relation to time and distance (Fig. 3.1 compared with Fig. 3.2
in literature citation Madden et al. 1986), the model is fairly complicated, including
an infinite summation. However, composite variables were derived that are of direct
biological relevance and are represented by relatively simple equations. For instance,
integration over distance resulted in a description of the change in total number of
spores in the area surrounding the source in time (N(t); 3.15). This equation shows that
N(t) increases to a maximum (dependent on A and e) and then declines. This is because,
in the model, the supply of new spores into the field from the source will predominate
over the numbers being splashed out of the process (removed) during the early period of
rain. Eventually, depletion of spores at the source will occur (3.1) and, ultimately, few
spores will be added to the total number already present in the field. At this later time,
the number of spores being splashed out of the process will predominate over new spores
from the source, and the predicted N(t) will decrease. Equation (3.15) also gives insight
in the time at which N(t) reaches a maximum for different conditions. Testing (3.15)
with experimental data showed that the model followed the same general trend as the
experimental results, although the predicted N(t) did not reach the same maxima as the
observed N(t) (Figures 3.5 and 3.6) in some cases. As expected, the maximum number
of spores over the area increased with rain intensity (Figure 3.5); also, the maximum
number was greatly affected by surface topography, with the largest values for plastic
(Figure 3.6) and lowest values for the rougher straw.
In addition to a function for N(t), models were derived from (3.6) for the mean
(E(r); 3.18) and mean-squared (E(r 2 ); 3.21) distances that the population of spores
travels in splash droplets from the inoculum source during rain episodes, multiplied
by N(0,r). E(r 2 ) is used frequently to describe spatial spread in biological systems
(Othmer et al., 1988), partly because the mathematical function for this variable is often
a relatively simple expression. In fact, E(r) cannot always be derived from spread or
dispersal models. E(r 2 ) emphasizes the population ofspores that havetraveled a distance
somewhat above the mean, that is, E(r 2 )= variance(r) + [E(r)] 2 . Thus, [E^ 2 )] 1 / 2 is
always greater than E(r). Because those spores that travel the larger distances are
responsible for disease spread into new areas, E(r 2 ) (or[E(r 2 )] 1//2 ) gives a good impression
of the potential disease spread in a crop. Although the expression for E(r) was very
complicated, including the D*1 term, the function for E(r 2 ) was simple (3.21) and easily
interpreted. Specifically, predicted E(r 2 ) was directly related to the product of A,e, and
<72, all of which have direct physical meaning. Early in a rain event, the E(r 2 ) predicted
from the model increases over time with a slope determined by 2Aecr2. However, because
of the multiplication of this product with the exponential term (3.21), E(r 2 ) reaches a
maximum at a time that depends on A and e (when e < 1). Model results in Figures 3.7
and 3.8 can be explained by considering the splash of spores near and far from the
source, early and late during a period of rain. Early in a rain event, most spores would
be close to the source because splashes are of short distance (Yang et al, 1991) and
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droplets move in all directions. The rare spores at large distances would have arrived
by one or a few long-distance splashes. Because at this early stage a spore would be
splashed relatively few times, removal from the system does not dominate and meansquared displacement is small. Over time, as the number of splashes increases, there
is a net increase in E(r 2 ) for a while as some spores move to greater distances, mostly
in many separate and short-distance splashes. However, some spores are removed with
every splash (when e < 1), and the probability of a spore remaining in the system after
many splashes is small. Spores that could have reached large distances with sufficient
time if e = 1 would be removed, and most spores in the area would be those close to
the source that had splashed just a few times. This would correspond to a decrease in
E(r 2 ). The exact time when E(r 2 ) decreases would depend on all the components of the
dispersal process, as summarized by the parameters A, e, and a (3.21). Model results
were in general agreement with observed data for the rain intensity and ground cover
experiments (Figures 3.7 and 3.8), with the magnitude of E(r 2 ) and time of maximum
E(r 2 ) being dependent on experimental conditions.
In a previous paper, Yang et al. (1991) developed a generalized diffusion model
for describing spore dispersal by rain-splash. This diffusion equation was subsequently
used by Madden et al. (1996) and Ntahimpera et al. (1997) as the standard model
for characterizing dispersal with the rain simulator. Pielaat and Van den Bosch (1998)
recently showed that the diffusion model isaspecial caseofequation (3.6),with combined
parameters of our model being analogous to the parameter values a and (3previously
used in the diffusion equation for splash dispersal (Figure 3.4). However, the diffusion
approximation appears only to be valid in the limit as A —>oo, e —> 1 and a —> 0
(Pielaat and Van den Bosch, 1998). A disadvantage of the diffusion model is that
E(r 2 ) is a monotonically increasing function of time, which is not consistent with the
observed results (Figures 3.7 and 3.8) and predictions from equation (3.6). Thus, the
model proposed here is an improvement over the commonly used diffusion model, both
in terms of generality and describing observed data.
Factors influencing the splash-dispersal process could be captured by changing one
or more of the parameter values of equation (3.6). On an individual basis, a consistent
trend was found for several estimated parameters in relation to rain intensity or surface
roughness. Both the probability of being splashed, A, and the probability of staying
in the process, e, increased with rain intensity (Table 3.1). The low rate of splashing
(A) for low-intensity rains is consistent with the premise that few spores were removed
per unit time at these intensities (because few were splashed), but those that were
splashed were mostly removed from the process. The trend between e and intensity may
reflect the formation and depth of a water layer on the soil. That is, at low intensity,
there is relatively little water on the surface (L.V. Madden, unpublished data), and
we postulate that most splashed spores may be lost through the soil pores. At high
rain intensity, saturation of soil with water is approached and eventually reached. This
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means puddles are being formed. Under these conditions, we believe spores would be
more likely to splash from puddle to puddle and not be removed from the system through
pores. Therefore, e would increase with rain intensity.
Increasing surface roughness (e.g., plastic versus straw) was characterized by decreasing estimates of £and a, primarily at high rain intensities (Table 3.2). This result agrees
with the premise that more spores will stay in the process when a less permeable ground
cover is used (Yang et al., 1990). Because plastic has a relatively impermeable structure, spores can travel over larger distances (in individual splashes or in total over many
splashes) with this surface compared with straw (Yang and Madden, 1993). This could
be due to larger a or e for plastic (Table 3.2), producing larger mean-squared displacement of spores during a rain event for plastic than for straw. As a is directly related in
the model development to distances spores splash in individual splash events, it is likely,
based on parameter estimates, that spores move over a larger distance when splashed
from plastic and soil than when splashed from straw. In this scenario, soil would have an
intermediate E(r 2 ), which was found for 30 mm h _ 1 (Figure 3.8). The large difference in
e between plastic and soil (Table 3.2) at this high intensity could explain the observed
result.
Although we placed no a priori conditions on the parameter estimates, other than a
zero lower boundary (and an upper boundary of 1for e), estimated valueswere consistent
with results from independent studies on spores or water movement. For instance,
Madden et al. (1996), in independent studies from those used here, determined the rate
of spore removal directly from the source fruit (rather than based on spore deposition
away from the source), essentially using equation (3.1). Rate of removal in this setting
is equivalent to the probability per unit time of being splashed. They found that the
estimated rate of removal for a 60 mm h _ 1 rain was about 0.12 m i n - 1 , essentially the
same as our result of A=0.116 m i n - 1 at the same intensity. They also found an increase
in removal rate with increasing intensity. Furthermore, using individual drop impaction
data (Yang et al., 1991) and known properties of drop size distributions for natural
rains, Madden et al. (1996) predicted that the mean flight distance of the population
splash droplets from strawberry fruit (roughly related to a) would increase only slowly
with rain intensity above 10 mm h _ 1 (Fig. 4E in Madden et al., 1996). Thus, with
inherent experimental variation, it isnot surprising that estimated a was stable with rain
intensity inthis study (Table 3.1). In a separate study, Yang and Madden (1993) directly
assessed the transport of splashed water droplets across three ground covers, without
spore dispersal and with minimal resplashing. Assuming an exponential distribution
of droplet flights (Yang and Madden, 1993), calculated a values of Yang and Madden
(Table 4 from Yang and Madden, 1993) were of the same magnitude as our estimated a
values. Moreover, water droplet-based a values decreased as surface roughness increased
from plastic to straw (Yang and Madden, 1993), as found here for spore movement at
30 mm h " 1 (Table 3.2).

3.6. DISCUSSION
Although the full model for N(t,r) (3.6) wasofdirect useindescribing splash dispersal
from a point source under controlled and fairly uniform conditions, this model and those
derived from it (N(t); equation 3.15; and E(r 2 ); equation 3.21) may be equally useful
in risk assessment under natural conditions. That is, because approximate values can
be assigned to N(0,r), A, s and a based on controlled studies, the magnitude of N(t)
and E(r 2 ) can then be predicted under various field situations. For instance, the risk of
disease spread for different recorded rain intensities based on assumed parameter values.
Of course, calculated N(t) and E(r 2 ) would serve more as indices of the magnitude of
spore number and distance displacement than as actual predictions with this approach.
In subsequent research, wewillexpand the full model to represent spore movement within
and across a plant canopy to more fully describe field conditions under less homogeneous
conditions. Other research will focus on the spore transport distribution, D " (3.4).
Because rainfall consists of a distribution of drop sizes (Madden, 1992), and each drop
impact potentially can produce a distribution of splash droplets containing spores, with
the numbers dependent on the properties of the raindrops and surface (Yang et al., 1991)
work is needed to more fully characterize the link between rain and spore movement.
Incorporating rainfall distribution attributes into D*1 should give further insight into
splash dispersal and possibly improve the model predictions of N(t) an E(r 2 ).
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Trajectories of splash droplets
during splash of Pyrenopeziza
brassicae (light leaf spot)
conidia from oilseed rape plant
parts
A. Pielaat D.C.A. Marshall H.A. McCartney F. van den Bosch B.D.L. Fitt 1

Abstract
The spatial spread, by rain-splash, of conidia of Pyrenopeziza brassicae, the cause of
light leaf spot in oilseed rape, was studied in the rain tower at the Institute of Arable
Crop Research, Harpenden, UK. The percentage of conidia dispersed by primary and
secondary splash was assessed in separate experiments. Ballistic trajectories were determined for droplets splashing from the ground, the base or tip of a leaf, a flower or a pod
in experiments using single drops of different diameters. Most of the conidia available
were dispersed during simulated rain of 15 min duration. The mean horizontal distance
travelled by splash droplets decreased with increasing diameter of the incident drop impacting on the different plant parts. The trajectory of a droplet depended on the plant
part it splashed from. Maximum splash height ranged from 0.3 cm for droplets dispersed
1
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from a flower up to 57 cm for droplets splashed from a pod.

4.1

Introduction

The infective propagules of many plant pathogens are dispersed by rain-splash, which is
considered to be the second most important natural agent, after wind, in the dispersal of
spores of plant pathogenic fungi (Fitt and McCartney, 1986°). The initial splash, which
removes spores from the infectious site istermed primary splash. Once deposited, spores
may be further dispersed by other splash events; these are termed secondary splash.
Through many cycles of secondary splash, epidemics may be spread over distances much
greater than those travelled by droplets in a single splash event. Many organisms (i.e.
fungi, bacteria and nematodes) have evolved to exploit this method of spatial dispersal.
Light leaf spot of winter oilseed rape (Brassica napus), caused by the fungus Pyrenopeziza brassicaeis responsible for annual losses ranging from £13M to £45M in crops in
the UK (Fitt et al., 1998). The fungus can reproduce both sexually and asexually. The
sexual phase produces ascospores dispersed by wind, while the asexual phase produces
conidia dispersed by rain-splash (McCartney and Lacey, 1990). In winter oilseed rape
crops inthe UK the asexual phase ofthe disease appears to be responsible for most of the
disease spread within the crop, especially during the winter and spring. Knowledge of the
dispersal of the pathogen will improve understanding of the development of epidemics
and the efficiency of the control of this disease.
This paper reports the results of a study on the spatial spread of P. brassicae conidia
from oilseed rape plants. Experiments on both primary and secondary splash events were
done using a rain tower, and the resulting ballistic trajectories of droplets splashing from
different plant parts were estimated.

4.2 Materials and Methods
The incorporation of P. brassicae conidia into droplets and their removal from oilseed
rape plants were investigated in experiments using simulated rain. Experiments were
done on primary and secondary splash. Weighted mean trajectories of splash droplets
were estimated in experiments using single raindrops.

4.2.1 Rain simulation
All experiments were done in the rain tower at the Institute of Arable Crop Research,
Harpenden, UK (Fitt et al., 1986 a ). The rain tower was 11 m high, with a i m square
cross section, allowing raindrops to reach close to their terminal velocity at the base.
The rain simulator consisted of a 1m square frame containing ten 1m long plastic tubes,
20 cm in diameter, in parallel rows. Detachable hypodermic needles were inserted 11.5

4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
cm apart along the length of each tube, giving an array of up to 80 drop sources. Drop
size depended on the gauge of the needles. Experiments were done using two needle
sizes to produce drops with diameters of approximately 2.4 and 2.9 mm. The generator
was fed with dionised water using a peristaltic pump. Drop diameter was estimated
by measuring the mass of 200 drops from each needle. The intensity of the simulated
rain showers was measured by moving a 195 mm diameter collector through random
positions under the simulator and measuring the mass of water collected over a known
time period. The intensity of showers of 2.4 mm diameter drops was 1.33 mm h _ 1 and
the intensity of showers of 2.9 mm diameter drops was 1.05 mm h _ 1 . All experiments
were done using glasshouse grown oilseed rape plants (cv Bristol or cv Rebel).

4.2.2 Primary splash
The removal of conidia from light leaf spot lesions by primary splash was assessed using
infected sporulating leaves of 7-8 week old oilseed rape plants. Four week old plants were
inoculated by spraying them with a suspension of P. brassicaeconidia using a spinning
disc atomiser (40 ml with c. 106 conidia m l - 1 at 8 ml m i n - 1 ) . They were placed in
polyethylene bags, to maintain 100% humidity, and kept at 15 °C for two days. The
plants were then maintained at 15 °C until sporulation of P. brassicae occurred after
about two weeks.
Three leavesof similar size showing similar symptoms were removed from the infected
plants. The surface area ofindividual leaves wasmeasured by placing each leafon a sheet
of squared paper and counting the number of squares covered. One leaf was exposed at
the base of the rain tower to simulated rain for 15min; a second leaf was exposed for 25
min, the third leaf (control) was kept in the rain tower but not exposed to rain. It was
assumed that there was a similar number of conidia per unit area on the surfaces of the
control leaf and the two exposed leaves. After exposure to rain both the exposed and
control leaves were cut into strips, which were placed in separate universal bottles and
washed with first 20 ml and then a further 10ml of distilled water. The universal bottles
were agitated to remove conidia from the leaf strips. The concentration of conidia in
the washing water was estimated using a haemocytometer slide. The number of conidia
per unit area of control and exposed leaves was estimated from the total leaf area and
the number of conidia in the washings. The number of conidia removed by the rain
showers was estimated by subtracting the number of conidia per unit area remaining on
the exposed leaves from the number of conidia per unit area on the control leaf.

4.2.3 Secondary splash
For the secondary splash experiments, healthy oilseed rape plants were sprayed with a
conidial suspension using an atomiser (c. 106 conidia per ml). Experiments were done
using young leaves (7-8 week old plants). For the experiments three similar leaves were
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"Weightedmeantrajectory"

Positionsof
splashtarget

110cm
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the layout for the splash droplet trajectory experiments. An
ink-drop was placed at the impact point to act as a tracer of splash droplets. Splash droplets
were collected 15, 30 or 50 cm below the target. The "average" trajectory was estimated from
the weighted mean horizontal distances (xi, X2, x 3 ) travelled by droplets collected at different
distances below the target.

removed from a single plant. T h e surface area of each individual leaf was measured.
Two leaves were exposed t o separate simulated rain showers and the third leaf was
left untreated. T h e leaves were then cut into strips and washed t o assess numbers of
conidia deposited. T h e fraction of conidia removed by splash was estimated by taking
t h e difference between the number of conidia present on the unexposed and the exposed
leaves.

4.2.4 Splash droplet trajectories
T h e trajectories of individual splash droplets were not measured directly, b u t a "weighted
mean trajectory" was estimated from horizontal dispersal p a t t e r n s measured at different
distances below the splash target (Figure 4.1). Experiments were done using young leaves
(7-8 weeks), flowers and pods. A target was removed from a plant, clamped in t h e rain
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Table 4.1: Calculated mean percentage conidia removed from leaves in the primary and
secondarysplashexperimentswhendifferent rainshowerswereapplied. Numbersinparentheses
represent standard deviations.
Drop size
(mm)
2.4
2.4
2.9
2.9

Rain duration
(min)
15
25
15
25

Number of
experiments
2
1
6
1

2.4
2.9

15
15

2
4

Mean % conidia removed
Primary splash
24 (4)
63
33 (25)
83
Secondary splash
65 (3)
51 (24)

tower, at an angle similar to that observed in oilseed rape crops, and exposed to one
raindrop of 2.4 or 2.9 mm diameter. A drop of colored ink was pipetted on the drop
impact site to act as a tracer for the splash droplets. Splash droplets were collected on a
110 x 110cm filter paper (Whatman Ltd.) placed at the base of the rain tower, 15,30 or
50 cm below the splash target (Figure 4.1). The horizontal distances travelled by splash
droplets were measured from the traces left on the filter paper. A different colour ink
drop was used within each experiment when the target was adjusted to another vertical
distance from the base of the rain tower. Leaf targets were adjusted so that the impact
points were either within the distal third of the leaf (leaf tip) or within the proximal
third of the leaf (leaf base). Similar experiments were done using Petri dishes containing
glasshouse compost as the target. In these experiments splash droplets were collected
on water sensitive paper (Sheriff Cropcare Ltd., Royston, Herts, UK), and dispersal
distances were estimated from the trace of the splash droplets.

4.3 Results and interpretation
The results of the primary and secondary splash experiments are presented in Table4.1.
More conidia were removed from leaves when rain duration increased from 15to 25 min.
For 15min rain exposures conidia appeared more easily released during secondary splash
events than from the original lesion. For example, the proportion of conidia removed
by secondary splash was about twice that for primary splash. For primary splash, the
larger drops tended to be more effective in removing conidia than the smaller ones.
However, for secondary splash both sizes of drop appeared to be equally effective. Thus,
in a primary splash event, larger raindrops may be needed for the final detachment of
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Vertical distance
below impact
point (cm)
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H o r i z o n t a l d i s t a n c e (cm)

Figure 4.2: Frequency distributions of horizontal distance travelled by droplets splashed from
a leaf tip (a), flower (b) or pod (c) and collected 15, 30 and 50 cm below the impact point.
Diameter of the impacting drop was 2.4 mm.
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Table 4.2: Horizontal distances (weighted mean) travelled by droplets splashed from the base
of a leaf, a leaf tip, flower, pod or the ground. Standard deviations of the distributions are
given in parenthesis.

Plant part
Leaf base
Leaf base a
Leaf base
Leaf base
Leaf base"
Leaf tip
Leaf tip"
Leaf tip°
Leaf tip
Leaf tip
Flower"
Flower"
Pod
Pod"
Pod
Pod"
Ground"
Ground"
a

Drop size
(mm)
2.4
2.4
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.4
2.4
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.4
2.9
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.9
2.4
2.9

Weighted mean horizontal
distance (cm}
y=30
y=50
y=l5
20.5 (10.6)
26.4 (10.5)
26.7 (11.6)
14.4 (6.9)
12.3 (6.6)
17.0 (7.3)
21.8 (10.0)
29.4 (13.8)
23.7 (8.9)
10.5 (6.7)
18.4 (8.7)
10.5 (5.2)
11.0 (6.0)
7.7 (4.9)
13.3 (8.0)
16.2 (10.2)
17.9 (8.2)
23.6 (11.4)
14.0 (8.4)
15.1 (7.2)
17.7 (9.2)
21.1 (10.6)
14.7 (7.2)
18.6 (9.6)
16.6 (7.4)
15.7 (8.7)
18.6 (9.0)
14.8 (8.4)
9.3 (5.6)
17.7 (9.9)
17.1
(10.0)
9.4 (4.9)
21.0 (9.3)
12.5 (8.8)
8.8 (4.5)
15.3 (8.0)
16.6 (7.7)
18.0 (8.7)
18.5 (9.4)
18.3 (9.1)
14.1 (7.9)
13.5 (6.9)
9.5
(4.8)
17.1 (9.0)
16.6 (8.1)
19.6 (10.9)
20.3 (8.9)
13.9 (7.1)
21.6 (9.3)
24.5 (10.7)
21.5 (9.3)
21.8 (10.5)
23.8 (9.7)
20.7 (9.1)

D a t a shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4

conidia from the acervuli where they are produced on when the leaf becomes wet. The
smaller raindrops may support spread of spores from the water film on healthy plant
tissue in secondary splash events.
The frequency distributions for horizontal distance travelled by splash droplets collected 15, 30 and 50 cm below a leaf tip, flower and pod target are shown in Figure 4.2.
The distributions were typical of those found in the other experiments.
The horizontal distances (weighted mean) for droplets splashing from the leaf base,
leaf tip, flower, pod and the ground are presented in Table 4.2 and an example from
each target type is shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The mean distances travelled by the
splash droplets tended to increase with the height of the target above the collection
surface. The variability between replicate experiments tended to be relatively large,
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Figure 4.3: Horizontal dispersal distances (weighted mean), measured 15,30and 50cm below
leaf targets for (a) 2.4 and (b) 2.9 mm impacting drops, o splash from base of leaf; A splash
from tipofleaf. Parabolic trajectories fitted to themeasured distances areshown assolid (base)
and broken (tip) lines.

especially for splashing from leaves. For example, t h e mean distance travelled by droplets
splashing from t h e base of leaves ranged between 11a n d 29 cm for 2.9 m m impact drops
(3 replicates). There were no clear consistent differences in dispersal p a t t e r n s for t h e
different targets. For all targets, dispersal distances ranged between about 8 and 24cm,
10 a n d 26 cm a n d 11 a n d 29 cm for droplets collected at 15, 30 a n d 50 cm below t h e
target, respectively.
An "average" trajectory for splash droplets wasdefined as t h a t trajectory t h a t passed
through t h e point of impact a n d t h e weighted mean distances calculated from t h e traces
of ink on t h e filters at t h e three distances below t h e target (xi, X2, a n d X3). T h e
trajectories of individual splash droplets depend on their size, mass a n d initial velocity
and on t h e local air flow. In still air, trajectories can b e calculated, taking account of
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F i g u r e 4.4:
Horizontal dispersal distances (weighted m e a n ) , m e a s u r e d 15, 30 a n d 50 cm
below (a) flowers, (b) p o d s a n d (c) soil, o 2.4 m m i m p a c t i n g drop; A 2.9 m m i m p a c t i n g d r o p .
P a r a b o l i c trajectories fitted t o t h e m e a s u r e d distances are shown as solid (2.4 m m drops) a n d
broken (2.9 m m drops) lines.
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effects of air resistance, using classical Newtonian dynamics (Macdonald and McCartney,
1987; Allan, 1988). The trajectories of splash droplets, in still air, are roughly parabolic
in shape, although drag forces tend to truncate the shape at large distances. The effect
is more marked for small drops, when drag forces are proportionally more important.
Because of the non-linear relationships between drag forces, velocity and droplet size,
calculation of trajectories is not trivial and no simple analytical solutions exist. If drag
forces are ignored, the solution of a particle trajectory, in still air, is a simple parabola,
whose slope depends only on the droplet mass and initial velocity. For splash droplets
of the size normally associated with spore transport (~ 200 jum or greater, Fitt et at,
1989) the abovesimplifying assumption isprobably adequate when incorporating droplet
transport into disease progress models. Therefore, a parabolic equation of the form
x = {-b - v/(6 2 + 4ay))/2a

(4.1)

was fitted to the "average" trajectories derived from the splash experiments. The parameters, a and b, of the fitted parabolas are given in Table 4.3. The maximum droplet
height predicted by each fitted equation is given in Table 4.3. Generally, the measured
"average" trajectory was well fitted by the parabolic equation.
For the 2.4 mm drops impacting on a plant surface, the highest vertical distance
reached by splash droplets predicted by the fitted parabola was 56.7 cm for a pod
(Table 4.3) and the lowest was 0.3 cm for a flower (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4a). For
2.9 mm drops, maximum heights predicted ranged between 0.4 to 39.8 cm for splashing
from a flower and the tip of a leaf, respectively (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4a). The highest
vertical distances predicted were 112 and 302 cm from a 2.9 mm drop impacting on
soil (Figure 4.4c) and a pod (Table 4.3) respectively. The two trajectories for splash
on flowers suggested that droplets fell almost directly to the ground, possibly because
the flowers were deflected by the impacting raindrop, so that most of the droplets were
directed downwards.

4.4

Discussion

The results of this study clearly demonstrate that conidia of P. brassicae have the potential to be further dispersed by the action of secondary splash after an initial primary
splash from infected plant tissue. The results suggest that splash may be at least as
efficient at removing deposited conidia from leaves as from sporulating P. brassicae infections. However, it is not known how long a conidium deposited on a wet leaf remains
available for redispersal by rain-splash. Our experiments suggest that secondary splash
can take place at least 30min after primary dispersal. There have been few other studies
on secondary splash dispersal of plant pathogenic fungi. Madden et al. (1996) found
that between 46 and 83%of Colletotrichum acutatum spores were removed from infected
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Table 4.3: Estimates ofthe parameters of the parabolic equation fitted to the measured "average" droplet trajectories for 2.4 and 2.9 mm drops impacting onto different plant structures.
Numbers in parenthesis represent asymptotic standard errors.
Plant part
Leaf base
Leaf base a
Leaf base
Leaf base
Leaf base"
Leaf tip
Leaf tip"
Leaf tip"
Leaf tip
Leaf tip
Flower"
Flower"
Pod
Pod a
Pod
Pod a
Ground"
Ground"

Drop diameter
(mm)
2.4
2.4
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.4
2.4
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.4
2.9
2.4
2.4
2.9
2.9
2.4
2.9

Parameter estimates
a (cm)
b (cm)
3.09
(1.409)
-0.18 (0.058)
3.15
(1.287)
-0.36 (0.088)
-0.20 (0.084)
3.74 (2.063)
-1.29 (0.519)
-0.08 (0.030)
2.99 (2.181)
-0.59 (0.229)
1.46 (1.042)
-0.16 (0.053)
5.66 (1.516)
-0.48 (0.100)
-0.21 (0.072)
2.09 (1.295)
-0.75 (0.194)
10.92 (3.337)
8.63 (3.366)
-0.75 (0.227)
-0.38 (0.512)
-0.11 (0.030)
0.68 (1.075)
-0.29 (0.088)
-0.92 (0.383)
14.41 (6.735)
2.59 (1.310)
-0.29 (0.078)
-4.70 (4.994)
75.33 (81.923)
-0.22 (0.049)
2.08 (0.908)
-0.49 (0.332)
9.74 (7.383)
21.91 (21.906)
-1.07 (1.010)

Max height
(cm)
13.45
6.91
17.12
5.18
3.80
3.35
16.50
5.30
39.82
24.66
0.32
0.40
56.65
5.72
302.12
4.86
48.13
112.43

"Datashown inFigures4.3and4.4

strawberry fruit by 16 min exposures to simulated rain (primary splash) compared with
22-59% removal from healthy fruit sprayed with spores (secondary splash). Ntahimpera
et al. (1999) found similar proportions of spores of Colletotrichum spp. removal from
infected and healthy strawberry fruit when exposed to similar rain showers of different
intensities. The proportion of P. brassicae conidia removed by secondary and primary
splash, are comparable to these found in the studies of Colletotrichum spore dispersal.
This suggests that secondary splash dispersal may be more important than previously
recognized for a number of plant pathogens.
There have been few direct studies on trajectories of droplets splashing from plants
(Reynolds et al., 1987; Macdonald and McCartney, 1988; Yang at al., 1991). Modelling
splash droplet trajectories can be complex and requires knowledge of both the distribution of initial velocities and droplet size distributions. Thus, to incorporate splash
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dispersal into disease spread models within canopies a simplified approach to dispersal
modelling is required. The results of these splash experiments suggest that, for practical
modelling purposes, "average" trajectories of droplets splashed from oilseed rape plant
parts may be approximated by simple parabolic equations. The parabolic equations, fitted to observed dispersal distances, allowed an estimation of the vertical height reached
by splash droplets. Values for leaves were comparable with the range of values (between
~ 12 and 20 cm) reported by Walklate et al. (1989) for splash from oilseed rape leaves.
However, these results suggest that the structure of plant parts may strongly influence
splash droplet trajectories. Estimated maximum heights for splash from flowers were
smaller than those from leaves or pods, probably because the flowers were moved by
raindrops, deflecting the splash droplets downwards. Macdonald and McCartney (1988)
found that a substantial number of splash droplets were directed downwards from splash
on bean (Vicia faba) leaves, probably due to leaf flexing during impact.
Rain-splash is an important agent in the dissemination of plant pathogen propagules.
Knowledge of the process is needed to understand the development of epidemics in plant
canopies. Secondary splash may have the potential to disperse fungal spores further after
their initial dispersal from disease lesions. Further work isneeded to quantify the effect of
secondary splash inspore dispersal and to determine ifit isnecessary to separate primary
from secondary splash in models of disease spread. Although the mechanisms of splash
dispersal are complex, it may be possible to incorporate splash dispersal trajectories
into disease simulation models, using simple parabolic models, once the relationships
between model parameters and rainfall and crop structure are known.
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Chapter 5

Simulation of vertical spread of
plant diseases in a crop canopy
by stem extension and splash
dispersal.
A. Pielaat F. van den Bosch B.D.L. Fitt M.J. Jeger 1

Abstract
Upward displacement of lesions by stem extension and dispersal of fungal conidia by rainsplash are mechanisms contributing to within-crop disease spread. These mechanisms
were incorporated into a model, using the interaction between winter oilseed rape and
the light leaf spot pathogen (Pyrenopeziza brassicae) as an example. Development of
leaves, flowers and pods over the period from the start of stem extension to pod ripening
was simulated. In the model, as new plant parts developed from the apex during stem
extension, infections on plant initials were spread to the upper canopy by internode
growth. In addition, conidia produced by the pathogen were dispersed in the canopy by
rain-splash and produced lesions at newsites. Vertical disease spread wassimulated with
a number of different disease distributions at the start of stem extension and different
cropstructures and rain durations. Results showed that stem extension wasan important
factor influencing vertical disease spread in the model oilseed rape crop. Rain events
1

Ecological Modelling (submitted)
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contributed to the splash dispersal of conidia to the plant apex and resulting infections
weredirected vertically by internode growth. Periods with frequent rain eventsin a dense
crop canopy (LAI constant with height) were most favorable for disease progress. The
upward spread of light leaf spot on winter oilseed rape in experiments at the Institute
of Arable Crop Research, Harpenden, Uk was similar to that predicted by the model.

5.1

Introduction

Disease spread to upper leaves and seed-bearing organs (pods for oilseed rape, ears for
cereals) is important in the development of damaging epidemics in winter-sown arable
crops in Europe, but these phenomena are difficult to model. Epidemics of many plant
diseases caused by ascomycete fungal pathogens are initiated by wind-borne ascospores
transported into the crop in autumn (Inman et al., 1999). In the crop, disease epidemics
spread horizontally during the vegetative growth phase, whilst crops remain prostrate (in
autumn and winter in Europe) and subsequently spread up plants when stem extension
occurs inspring. Initial ascospore infection can however also occur inspring. Subsequent
spread is often by rain-splash dispersed conidia. Disease spread by splash droplets has
been reported for many pathogens (Evenhuis et al., 1997; Fatemi and Fitt, 1983; Fitt
et al., 1989; Madden, 1992; Soleimani et al., 1996). Vertical spread of splash-dispersed
plant pathogens plays a particularly important role in epidemic progress (Inman and
Fitt, 1992; Lovell et al., 1997; Shaw, 1987). Polycyclic diseases for which secondary
spread is mainly by splash dispersal include light leaf spot (Pyrenopeziza brassicae) and
white leaf spot {Mycosphaerella capsellae) on winter oilseed rape, septoria leaf blotch
(Mycosphaerella graminicold) and glume blotch (Stagnospora nodorum) on winter wheat
and leaf blotch (Rhynchosporium secalis) on winter barley.
In many experiments, the influence of rainfall conditions on spatial spread of disease
have been studied, both in arable and horticultural crops (Fitt et al., 1986; Madden,
1997; Madden et al., 1996; Ntahimpera et al., 1997; Yang and Madden, 1993). Inman
and Fitt (1992), for example, showed how vertical movement of conidia by rain-splash
contributes to progress of white leaf spot epidemics on winter oilseed rape. Results
from field and laboratory experiments have been used to construct models predicting the
horizontal spread of pathogens exposed to simulated rain events (Boudreau and Madden,
1995; Madden et al., 1996; Pielaat and van den Bosch, 1998; Pielaat et a l , 1998). Much
work has been done to produce empirical models to describe horizontal disease spread
but little work has been done to develop mechanistic models to describe vertical disease
spread. Exponential or power law equations and diffusion models have frequently been
used to describe deposition gradient data sets. However, such descriptive models give
only a qualitative view of the spatial disease spread for a particular experiment (Fitt
et a l , 1987; Fitt and McCartney, 1986; McCartney and Fitt, 1986). These descriptive
models cannot be used to predict the spatial spread of the disease in different situations.

5.2. THE MODEL
For this purpose, physical models which incorporate the mechanisms by which plant
pathogens are splashed have been developed. The effects of environmental and biological
factors on disease spread can be studied using such mechanistic models (Pielaat and van
den Bosch, 1998; Pielaat et al., 1998;Yang et al., 1991).
Several diseases of arable crops can be spread vertically in the crop canopy by rainsplash, but the relative importance of splash dispersal and upward spread of infected
tissue by stem extension is still unclear. There is a need for generic models to describe
mechanisms of vertical disease spread so that, at the time when control spray decisions
are needed, predictions can be made about disease incidence and severity on upper leaves.
Since P. brassicae can infect meristematic tissue, stem extension may be particularly
important in the spread of light leaf spot on winter oilseed rape.
This paper describes the development of a simulation model for upward spread of
diseases in winter-sown arable crops by stem extension and by splash dispersal, using
light leaf spot on winter oilseed rape as a model system.

5.2 The model
The model simulated upward spread of light leaf spot in spring during the period after
the start of stem extension (growth stage 2.4) of winter oilseed rape until June (growth
stage 6.1). Su et al. (1998) showed that yield loss from light leaf spot could be predicted
well by assessing light leaf spot incidence during this period, i.e. early flowering, growth
stage 3.3, Sylvester-Bradley (1985). Plant growth was modelled using published data on
surface area development in oilseed rape. Conidia were dispersed to other plant parts by
rain. Transition probabilities determined where a conidium was deposited when splashed
by rain from a particular site in the crop. A fraction of the conidia was transported up
the plant as new plant parts (leaf, flower or pod) emerged.
The model described how light leaf spot moves up the crop during the period of stem
extension in Europe (assumed to start on March 17), until late flowering (assumed to
end on June 5). The influence of the frequency of rain events and of rain duration on
disease development was evaluated by simulating contrasting seasons when this period
was dry or wet. In addition, separate simulations were applied to produce three virtual
crops with different crop density distributions to evaluate the influence of leaf surface
area distribution on disease development.

5.2.1 Disease description
Light leaf spot (Pyrenopeziza brassicae) is an important disease of winter oilseed rape
(Brassica napus) in northern Europe (Fitt et al., 1998; Jeffery et al., 1989; Jeffery et
al., 1994). This polycyclic disease produces lesions on the different plant tissues (i.e.
leaves, stems, flowers and pods) during the season (Fitt et al., 1998a). Each year, P.
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brassicae has a sexual cycle followed by several asexual cycles; each t y p e of cycle has
different infectious units. Ascospores are produced on crop residues during t h e sexual
cycle at the end of the growing season (late summer) and are dispersed by wind. T h e y
have t h e potential t o b e dispersed over relatively large distances and are therefore likely
t o cause primary infection in new crops sown in the a u t u m n . After primary infection,
the asexually produced conidia are the principal dispersal units in consecutive epidemic
cycles during the growing season. These conidia are dispersed by rain-splash t o infect
new leaves (a latent infection). After a latent period, P. brassicae produces new conidia
in a sporulating infection, and a new cycle of splash dispersal proceeds during the next
rain event.
(a)
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Figure 5.1: Phenology of the model winter oilseed rape plant (a) at early stem extension
(growth stage 3.3) and (b) at late flowering (growth stage 5.2) (Sylvester-Bradley, 1985). The
model assumes that: the first leaf is 10 cm above the ground, subsequent leaves develop with
distances of 5 cm between them and flowers and pods develop 2.5 cm apart; the maximum
surface area a leaf can reach before abscission is 130 cm 2 .

5.2.2

Plant growth during stem extension

Plant morphology during the period of stem extension was modelled using phenological
information about winter oilseed rape (Habekotte, 1996; I n m a n and Fitt, 1992; Mendh a m and Salisbury, 1995; Morrison et al., 1992; Tayo and Morgan, 1975). This model
assumed t h a t t h e process of winter oilseed r a p e growth during s t e m extension is not
affected by light leaf spot. W h e n light leaf spot epidemics are severe, the disease will
affect crop growth and thus cause large yield losses. However, farmers generally apply
fungicides to protect their crops from such severe epidemics. Nevertheless, light leaf
spot epidemics which do not affect the process of stem extension per se may still cause
significant yield losses through damage to leaves, stems and pods.

5.2. THE MODEL
In the model system, stem extension begins in March and the disease is spread in
the crop by two mechanisms (Remmelzwaal and Habekotte, 1986). The changes in
phenology of an oilseed rape plant were therefore modelled from March 17, which is
referred to as "the start of the period of stem extension". At the start of this period,
the model plant had 10 leaves; the first and lowest leaf was located 10 cm above the
ground and each successive leaf wasproduced 5 cm above the previous one (Mendham
and Salisbury, 1995)(Figure 5.1a). Thedistance between successive leaves wasassumed
to be constant during the period of growth. Newplant parts (leaves, flowers and pods)
were formed only at the top of the plant as it grows. During rain events, conidia from
existing lesions were splash dispersed to other sites in the crop. If the surface areas of
all plant parts are known, then probabilities can be calculated for transition of conidia
by splash from a particular location inthe crop to be deposited ontothe ground, a leaf,
a flower or apod.
In the model, individual leaves reached their maximum surface area by mid-May;
thereafter flowers and pods were produced (Mendham and Salisbury, 1995,Fig. 2.6).
The first tenleaves already present before theperiod ofrapid stem extension were allowed
to reach amaximum surface areaof130cm 2before they abscissed. Themaximum surface
area of leaves which were formed after mid-March declined with time of appearance,
because leafexpansion wasassumed tostop bymid-May (Figure 5.1b). Duringtheperiod
of stem extension, the model plant formed five branches on which flowers developed, in
addition to those on the main stem (Mendham and Salisbury, 1995 (Fig. 2.11); Tayo
and Morgan, 1975 (Fig.5)). The first flower appeared at the beginning of April and
flowers were assumed to have a constant surface area of 1 cm2 from the day of their
appearance. In the model, the first pod developed five days after the start of flowering
and pods grew to a maximum surface area of 2 cm 2 (Mendham and Salisbury, 1995
(Fig.2.10); Tayo and Morgan, 1975 (Table 3)). Flowers were allowed to develop 2.5cm
apart (Figure 5.1b) but more than oneflower could develop at thesame height and only
a proportion of the flowers produced pods (Mendham and Salisbury, 1995(Fig. 2.11);
Tayo and Morgan, 1975(Fig.5)). Thechanges insurface area through development and
abscission of leaves, flowers and pods ofthe model winter oilseed rape plant from March
17to July 20areshown in Figure 5.2. Disease spread bythetwomechanisms, and with
that the model simulations, stopped on June 5 (day 81 in Figure 5.2). By the endof
June leaf expansion stopped and the plant progressively senesced until the end of July
when the crop was harvested.
The crop wasdivided into 80height-categories, each of 2.5cm,to give a total height
of 200cm (Habekotte, 1996). Inthecrop, a lesion could bepositioned ona leaf, aflower
or a pod growing on the the main stem or the branches. Depending on plant age, each
height category contained specific values for leaf, flower and pod surface areas. In the
model, it wasassumed that branches andstems didnot have lesions, since light leaf spot
lesions on stems are generally superficial and not damaging (Fitt et al., 1998a).
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Figure 5.2: Cumulated surface area development with time for all leaves (dotted line), flowers
(solid line) and pods (dashed line) of the model winter oilseed rape plant during growth from
17March (growth day 1) until 20 July (growth day 126). Flowers exist from day 25until 55;
pods from day 30 until 126.

5.2.3

Disease dynamics

After each rain event, a fraction of the conidia dispersed by rain-splash reached susceptible tissues and germinated to cause latent infections. Assuming an exponential
distribution with a mean latent period of 17 days for P. brassicae (Figueroa et al., 1995,
Table 2), the model estimated that each day a fraction ^ of latent infections became
sporulating lesions. Sporulating lesions of P. brassicaewere allowed to survive throughout the period of stem extension and to produce successive generations of conidia until
tissues senesced. In the model, sporulating tissue on each leaf had a surface area of
0.36cm2 and did not expand (Figueroa et al. (1995) observed a maximum of 28 lesions
per 10cm2 leaf surface area at 15°C). Each sporulating lesion was assumed to produce
a fixed number of conidia as soon as it started raining. During a rain event, conidia
from these lesions were dispersed in the crop. They could also fall to the ground and
be resplashed back into the crop. Conidia still on the ground after the rain event were
assumed to be removed from the epidemic process (Pielaat et al., 1998). Lesions on
leaves that abscised and fell down to the ground were also removed. A general summary
of the model, including the parameters, is given in Figure 5.3. The model included the
following sub-routines:
Disease initiation and rain events. The numbers of latent infections and sporulating lesions for each of the height categories on a plant at the start of stem extension
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Process

Parameters

Growth day

Rain days & rain duration

-Next

Lesion displacement
dueto growth
Rain procedure

N s , Aground , Afeaf , Aflo
Apod

V

A

Spore redistribution
duetorain

New latent lesion
distribution due
to rain

Xsl

Lesion displacement
duetogrowth andrain

Figure 5.3: The model; processes and accompanying parameters required to simulate vertical
progress of light leaf spot by rain-splash events and stem extension of a winter oilseed rape crop.
(X; is the fraction of latent infections that become sporulating per day; N s is the number of
spores produced by a sporulating infection; Xground, ^leaf, Xflower and \pod are the probabilities
that a spore will be splashed from the different targets; X s ; is the fraction of spores that become
latent infections after the rain event.
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formed the initial conditions for the model. After the initial distribution of lesions on
the leaves had been specified, subsequent disease progress was simulated throughout the
period of stem extension. As vertical disease progress is influenced by both plant extension and rain events, the next input variables for the model were the days on which it
rained and the rain duration.
Lesion displacement due to growth. The stem extension procedure simulated
upward displacement of lesions prior to the next rain event. In this procedure, the next
day was compared with the current day; if on the next day a leaf abscised and fell to
the ground, lesions were removed from the epidemic. If a flower abscised, lesions were
either removed or, if a pod developed, transmitted to the pod. Pods remained until the
end of the period. New leaves are initiated at the apex (growing point) of the plant
well before stem extension and leaf development (Mendham and Salisbury, 1995). In the
model, conidia deposited by rain-splash on to the apex were distributed between new
leaves in proportion to leaf number and size. For the displacement of infectious units
to new flowers, the same procedure was applied. As branches are initiated at the apex
near a leaf, the first flower on a branch received lesions in proportion to the surface area
of the leaf that it developed from. Each pod received all lesions from the flower from
which it developed. In addition, each day in each height category (H) on the plant, a
fraction X^ (=jf) of latent infections (L) became sporulating lesions (S):
S#,t+i —* X^L/^t
L#,t+i —> (l-XL)LH,t
Upward displacement of latent infections and sporulating lesions by stem extension proceeded until the first rain event, when vertical displacement by splash dispersal commenced; subsequently vertical displacement by both mechanisms was included.
Rain Procedure. In the model, sporulating lesions released conidia when rain
started. Each sporulating lesion was assumed to contain a constant number of conidia
(N s ) per rain event. The number of conidia at height h during the rain event was determined by the number of conidia splashed from all other positions n to h, and the number
of conidia splashed away from height h.
The number of conidia at different heights was calculated using a series of differential
equations. S^(t) represented the number of conidia at height h at time t after the start
of the rain event (i.e. h=0 represented the ground and h=max represented the maximum
height of the plant at that crop growth stage). anh was the probability per unit time
that a conidium was splashed from height n to h and A^ was the probability per unit
time that it was splashed away from height h. The series of differential equations was
then:
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dt
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^max^max-

dt
In these equations, anh was the probability that a conidium was splashed from height n
(An) multiplied by the probability of deposition at height h when splashed from n (Pnh)
(i.e. anh = Pnh • A„). The probability that a conidium was splashed from height n (A„)
depended on the number of leaf, flower and pod layers that the incoming raindrop had
to pass through to reach height n. Thus An was calculated as:

An — Ln • Bn,

(5-1)

where L„ is An for a conidium in direct contact with open air and B n is the probability
that a raindrop penetrated the crop canopy down to height n. The parameter L„ was
determined experimentally for conidia splashing from the ground, from a leaf, from a
flower or from a pod (Pielaat, Marshall, McCartney, van den Bosch and Fitt, chapter
4). B„ was calculated from the vertical canopy surface area profile. The term Plant
Area Index (PAI) was used to represent the total surface area (cm 2 ) of leaves, flowers
and pods in a given height category per cm 2 of ground. To penetrate the crop down
to height n, an incoming raindrop had to pass through the upper height category (of
2.5 cm) and the height category below that and so on until it reached height n. The
probability that a raindrop passed down to height category h was proportional to the
PAI of height h:
(
B"

=

n+1

I EI

Pass height h I

\
• intercepted by height n.

The probability that a raindrop penetrated the crop down to height n was then calculated:
Bn = e-ePAIh=™**

. e - « M f f c m « « - l . ... . e-0PAIn

+l . M _ e - 0 P A / n N

/g 2)
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where e~6PAIh was the probability t h a t the raindrop was not intercepted at height h
(Pielaat, van den Bosch, de Gee and van der Wal, chapter 6). In (5.2), 8 was a parameter
depending upon t h e surface area distribution in the crop. For t h e present purposes 9
was set to 1.
Similarly, Pnh, t h e transition probability t h a t a conidium was splashed from height
n to height h, was calculated from the PAL Each transition probability was calculated
by examining all possible routes through which a conidium could reach height h when it
was splashed from height n. Splash heights for droplets splashing from the ground, from
a leaf, from a flower or from a pod were determined experimentally (Pielaat, Marshall,
McCartney, van den Bosch and F i t t , chapter 4) t o produce a frequency distribution of
m a x i m u m splash heights for droplets splashing from the different sites in t h e crop. W i t h
these results, all transition probabilities were calculated, including t h e frequency with
which a droplet followed a specific trajectory to make a specific transition. For example, the probability t h a t a conidium, splashed from a leaf at height n = l returned to
height h = l , assuming t h a t a droplet splashed t o a maximum height of 3 cm (passing a
m a x i m u m of one height category of 2.5 cm before falling down again) half the times and
splashed t o a maximum height of 5 cm (passing two height categories) half the times, was:
/h+l

Pn =

\

[stay in height 1 + I FJ P a s s height n I • intercepted by height n] • 0.5
+ [stay in height 1 +
h+2

n+l

PI pass height n

Tj pass height n

intercepted by height n] • 0.5

h+l

T h u s resulted in:

Pn

[(1
[(1e *

e-hOPAIl)

,-iePAh

+

e-

%0PAh . £-0PAI2

-6PAI

2
-OPAI
2
" -epAi,
"'' 3 • e " " ™
•(1

-BPAh )]-0.5.

1

)]-0.5 +

)+

-0PAI2
-e —™<-e

Since a conidium splashed, on average, from the central part of a height category, t h e
PAI of height 1 ( in this case) was multiplied by 0.5.
After calculating all parameters for the series of differential equations, they were
solved numerically for the time interval t = 0 to t = T , the duration of the rain event.
However, an additional complicating factor was t h a t the probability t h a t a conidium
splashed from height n to height h depended on the p a r t of t h e crop from which a
conidium splashed. As there were four parts available (i.e. the ground (g), leaves (1),
flowers(f) and pods(p), each parameter anh incorporated four different values. T h e

(5.3)
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probability that a conidium splashed from a site at height n was given by A„. Each
parameter anh of the series of differential equations was therefore subdivided:
anh = Pnh • Bn • Xg

for n = 0

(5.4)

Oinh = Pnh • Bn- Xi
a-nh = Pnh • Bn- Xf

for n > 0
for n > 0

(5.5)
(5.6)

anh

= Pnh Bn-Xp

for n > 0,

(5.7)

in which Ag was the probability per unit time of being splashed from the ground at
height n=0, etc. As each anh actually consisted of four separate values, four sets of
differential equations were included simultaneously in the rain procedure.
Lesion displacement due to growth and rain. In the model, when rain stopped
the distribution of conidia at all heights was known. A proportion (Xs/) of these conidia
produced latent infections. However, a conidium only had the potential to produce
a new infection if it was splashed to a site where no infection was already present.
Therefore, the probability that each conidium produced a latent infection was estimated
by multiplying Xsi by a factor representing the probability that a conidium splashed to
an unoccupied site.

5.3 The simulations
Vertical spread of light leaf spot in winter oilseed rape was simulated for typical wet
and dry seasons. (Meteorological data sets for dry and wet seasons at the Institute of
Arable Crop Research, Harpenden, UK from the electronic IACR-Rothamsted archive
were used.) Table 5.1 shows the days on which rain events occurred and the duration of each rain event for these dry and wet seasons at the Institute of Arable Crop
Research, Harpenden, UK. In addition to weather factors, crop density may influence
disease spread. A dense crop has a large PAI, which can decrease the number of conidia
splashed to other plant parts so that there is less disease at the end of the stem extension
period. Totest this, winter oilseed rape crops with low and high densities were simulated
separately by either dividing or multiplying the PAI by 2.
Leaf surface area distribution with height may play an important role in the spatial
dispersion of conidia during splash events, since it may influence the rate with which
conidia can be splashed up to sites at the top of the canopy. To compare light leaf spot
spread in winter oilseed rape crops with different leaf surface area distributions, three
virtual crops were simulated: one crop had a LAI constant with height, one crop had
a LAI increasing linearly with height and one crop had a LAI decreasing linearly with
height. In these virtual crops, flowers and pods had the same surface area distribution
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Table 5.1: Frequency and duration of rain events on winter oilseed rape during the period of
stem extension, for a dry and a wet season. (Data are for the dryest and wettest seasons in a
period of 30years at Rothamsted obtained from the Electronic IACR-Rothamsted archive)
Dryseason
Rain(min)

Day
8
9
10
17
38
41
44
45
47
48
57
59
62
63
69
70
72
73
74
76
77
78
80

192
96
162
18
84
18
18
36
156
168
30
102
90
252
18
42
48
558
390
138
66
6
6

Day
1
2
3
5
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
18
19
20
24
25
26
28
29
30
31
32

Wet season
Day
594
33
270
35
228
36
240
43
384
44
252
45
126
46
240
47
426
48
678
53
306
54
54
55
150
57
528
58
534
59
516
64
96
65
300
66
174
68
486
72
624
73
156
74
258
80

Rain(min)

Rain(min)

30
606
48
396
246
528
246
54
36
444
342
300
288
48
414
54
306
270
396
78
138
192
96

as the original model winter oilseed rape crop throughout the period of stem extension.
Whereas the occurrence and surface area of leaves changed for the original model winter
oilseed rape crop, leaf surface area distribution of the three virtual crops was allowed to
remain constant during the period. With these simulations, the contribution of splash
to disease spread in crops with different LAI was studied. A schematic PAI distribution
for the different crops is shown in Figure 5.4. To investigate the actual contribution of
upward splash compared to upward disease spread due to stem extension in the winter
oilseed rape crop, additional situations were simulated inwhich either the contribution of
upward splash or the contribution of stem extension was omitted. Disease development
with time wassimulated using combinations ofthe different conditions. Parameter values
were kept constant for each simulation (Table 5.2).
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Area
Figure 5.4: Vertical plant surface area distribution for the model winter oilseed rape crop (a)
for which surface area distribution of leaves (oval line),flowersand pods (rectangle) changes
during the season, and for the virtual crops b, c, and d, for which surface area distribution of
the leaves is constant during the season and flowers and pods develop as in (a).

5.4 Results and interpretation
5.4.1 Disease spread in dry and wet seasons
The total numbers of infectious units in the crop during the period of stem extension in a
dry and in awet season generally changed in parallel with plant surface area development
(Figure 5.2), i.e. the number of infectious units increased when new plant parts developed
and the total number of infectious units decreased rapidly from day 60 onwards when
the plant lost many leaves. Lesion numbers increased faster in the wet season than in
the dry season. In the dry season fewer conidia were produced and the conidia had
less opportunity to move to new sites during rain events. Disease progress depended
on young tissue becoming infected before old leaves fell to the ground and lesions were
removed from the system, especially during the early period of stem extension (up till
day 40). Since conidia were dispersed more frequently in the wet season, the probability
that a conidium reached new plant tissue was greater than in the dry season. Thus
the difference in epidemic development between situations with disease initiation on the
lower or the upper leaves was less in the wet season than in the dry season (Figure 5.5).
When similar simulations were done for crops with different PAI distributions, the
difference in disease progress was most apparent when plant density was doubled (Figure 5.5c). The contribution of disease initiated on the lower leaves to the total number
of lesions was less for a crop with doubled PAI. When the PAI was less, conidia were
more easily splashed to the upper plant parts to infect new tissue. However, disease
already present in the upper leaves had more surface area available for spread in the
crop with the large PAI than for the crop with small PAI. Sporulating infections in
the upper leaves therefore made the largest contribution to disease progress when plant
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Figure 5.5: Estimates produced by the model for light leaf spot progress (changes in numbers
of infectious units with time) in a winter oilseed rape crop in a dry (a) or a wet (b) season and
with doubled plant density in a dry season (c) for disease initiated on the lower (dotted lines)
or upper (dashed lines) leaves or for disease uniformly distributed (solid lines) at the start of
stem extension.
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Table 5.2: Default parameter values incorporated in the model.
The probability that a spore will be splashed from:
Ground: 0.25, Leaf: 0.25, Flower: 0.25, Pod: 0.25
And probability that spores will be splashed to this height for different targets.
Splash height in cm:
Ground: 0 (0.5), 10.0 (0.5)
Leaf: 2.5 (0.25), 5.0 (0.5), 15.0 (0.25)
Flower: 0 (1)
Pod: 2.5 (0.5), 5.0 (0.5)
Fraction of:
Sporulating infections that die per day, X s : 0
Latent infections that become sporulating per day, X;: 0.059
Spores that become latent infections after the rain event, X s ;: 0.003
Number of spores produced by a sporulating infection, N s : 104
Surface area of a single infection (cm 2 ), Lopp: 0.36

density was increased. In the wet season with doubled plant density, the disease development was very similar to that in the standard crop. In the wet season, rain events
were more frequent and therefore more conidia were produced; these conidia had more
opportunity to reach the upper leaves in both crops, because frequency and duration
of rain increased (data not shown). When plant density was halved, disease incidence
increased at a slower rate, particularly until day 40 of the stem extension period, during
both the dry and wet seasons (data not shown).
When increase in total number of infectious units in the dry season was simulated for
leaves, flowers and pods (Figure 5.6), all available leaf surface was occupied with lesions
by about day 60and the total number of infectious units decreased after this when leaves
abscised. The total number of lesions on flowers decreased around day 40, when many
flowers abscised and pods developed. At about day 55, all flowers abscised and light
leaf spot severity on pods increased rapidly. When flowers first developed (day 20), the
proportion of the infectious units on leaves near the top of the canopy was greater when
disease was initiated on the upper leaves than when disease was initiated on the lower
leaves. This resulted in more infectious units on flowers when disease initiation was on
upper compared to lower leaves. At the time of pod development, disease was spread
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Figure 5.6: Estimates produced by the model for light leaf spot progress (changes in numbers
of infectious units with time) separated for leaves (a), flowers (b) and pods (c) in a winter
oilseed rape crop in a dry season. Disease was initiated on the lower (dotted lines) or upper
(dashed lines) leaves or uniformly distributed (solid lines) at the start of stem extension.
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more uniformly over the crop and rain events caused a similar disease development on
pods independently of the site of disease initiation at the start of the period of stem
extension.

400 o
Number of infectious units
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Figure 5.7: Estimates produced by the model of upward light leaf spot spread (changes in
numbers of infectious units with height and time) in a winter oilseed rape crop during a dry
season for disease initiated on the lower (dotted lines) or upper leaves (dashed lines) and for
disease initiated uniformly on the plant (solid lines), illustrated by predicted vertical disease
development at 38 (a), 44 (b), 57 (c) or 80 (d) days after the start of stem extension.
The changes in distribution of light leaf spot with height n in a winter oilseed rape
crop during the dry season were related to the pattern of the surface area development
(Figure 5.7). Towards the end of the stem extension period, disease was spread almost
uniformly throughout the crop independently of disease initiation site. The same simulation in the wet season resulted in the production of more infectious units which were
spread to sites higher in the canopy than in the dry season. The difference in disease
development between situations when disease was initiated in the lower or the upper
canopy was less in the wet season than the dry season (data not shown). The same
trend was observed when plant density was doubled or halved (data not shown).
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5.4.2

Effects of leaf surface area distribution

There was a clear difference in disease development between the standard model winter
oilseed rape crop and the virtual crops with different LAI distributions (Figure 5.8). The
main cause of this difference was that no leaves abscised and no new leaves developed in
the virtual crops during the season. The LAI of the standard winter oilseed rape crop
decreased during the season because leaves abscised, and lesions were removed from the
system so that there were fewer infectious units at the end of stem extension than in the
virtual crops. In addition, because a winter oilseed rape crop has a relatively low LAI,
conidia can be splashed to sites higher up in the canopy from a site near the ground.
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Figure 5.8: Estimates produced by the model of light leaf spot progress in a winter crop
having a LAI constant with height (a) and in a crop having a LAI decreasing with height (b)
in a dry season. Disease was initiated on the lower leaves (dotted lines), upper leaves (dashed
lines) uniformly on the plant (solid lines) at the start of stem extension.

In the virtual crops with a constant LAI (Figure 5.8a) or decreasingLAI with height
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more uniformly over the crop and rain events caused a similar disease development on
pods independently of the site of disease initiation at the start of the period of stem
extension.
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Figure 5.7: Estimates produced by the model of upward light leaf spot spread (changes in
numbers of infectious units with height and time) in a winter oilseed rape crop during a dry
season for disease initiated on the lower (dotted lines) or upper leaves (dashed lines) and for
disease initiated uniformly on the plant (solid lines), illustrated by predicted vertical disease
development at 38 (a), 44 (b), 57 (c) or 80 (d) days after the start of stem extension.
The changes in distribution of light leaf spot with height n in a winter oilseed rape
crop during the dry season were related to the pattern of the surface area development
(Figure 5.7). Towards the end of the stem extension period, disease was spread almost
uniformly throughout the crop independently of disease initiation site. The same simulation in the wet season resulted in the production of more infectious units which were
spread to sites higher in the canopy than in the dry season. The difference in disease
development between situations when disease was initiated in the lower or the upper
canopy was less in the wet season than the dry season (data not shown). The same
trend was observed when plant density was doubled or halved (data not shown).
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5.4.2

Effects of leaf surface area distribution

There was a clear difference in disease development between the standard model winter
oilseed rape crop and the virtual crops with different LAI distributions (Figure 5.8). The
main cause of this difference was that no leaves abscised and no new leaves developed in
the virtual crops during the season. The LAI of the standard winter oilseed rape crop
decreased during the season because leaves abscised, and lesions were removed from the
system so that there were fewer infectious units at the end of stem extension than in the
virtual crops. In addition, because a winter oilseed rape crop has a relatively low LAI,
conidia can be splashed to sites higher up in the canopy from a site near the ground.
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Figure 5.8: Estimates produced by the model of light leaf spot progress in a winter crop
having a LAI constant with height (a) and in a crop having a LAI decreasing with height (b)
in a dry season. Disease was initiated on the lower leaves (dotted lines), upper leaves (dashed
lines) uniformly on the plant (solid lines) at the start of stem extension.
In the virtual crops with a constant LAI (Figure 5.8a) or decreasing LAI with height
(Figure 5.8b), in a dry season the large LAInear the ground prevented conidia from being
splash dispersed to the upper canopy and disease progress was limited. Conidia reached
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other plant parts more easily when disease was initiated on the upper leaves. A uniform
distribution of lesions at the start of stem extension produced disease development at
all available sites in the canopy. A crop having a LAI constant with height was then
most favorable for disease development. The surface area was large enough at all heights
to provide sites on which new lesions could be produced and conidia could be splashed
to other plant parts more easily than in other virtual crops. The maximum number of
infectious units was therefore soon reached on all plant parts.
The simulations suggested that disease present on the lower leaves could not easily
spread up crops when LAI increased with height. A uniform disease distribution or
disease on the upper leaves at the start of stem extension in the crop produced similar
results to those for the crop with a LAI decreasing with height (data not shown). Although the total number of lesions increased faster, similar results were observed for the
virtual crops during wet seasons (data not shown).

400 o
Number of infectious units
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Figure 5.9: Estimates produced by the model of upward light leaf spot spread in a winter
oilseed rape crop when dispersal was simulated only due to stem extension (a) or rain-splash
(b). Disease was initiated on the upper leaves (a) or uniformly distributed (b) at the start of
stem extension. (Separate lines indicate numbers of infectious units, with the disease curve
presented from a solid line to dotted towards the end of the stem extension period).

5.4.3 The interaction between crop growth and rain events
The relative importance of stem extension compared to splash dispersal for upward
spread of light leaf spot was studied by simulating a period of winter oilseed rape growth
in which rain could produce a fixed number of conidia splashing within the same layer.
Conidia could be dispersed by splash to the apex where new plant parts developed, but
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not to other heights in the canopy. The contribution of extension growth to disease dispersal with conidia only able to splash within the same layer is presented in Figure 5.9 a.
The contribution of splash to disease development without vertical disease displacement
due to extension growth is shown in Figure 5.9 b. As conidia had a fixed probability
of being splashed from a leaf, flower or pod to one of these parts at a different height
in the canopy (Table 5.2), the disease spread throughout the canopy when splash was
the only mechanism of upward disease development. However, disease spread was slower
and less disease was spread per unit time when the displacement of lesions due to stem
extension was omitted. In these simulations there was a clear interaction between the
two mechanisms of upward disease spread in a winter oilseed rape crop throughout the
season. Rain events contributed to the production of conidia which were splashed to the
plant apex and moved vertically by internode growth.

5.5

Discussion

This study showed the importance of rain-splash in the upward spread of light leaf
spot on winter oilseed rape during the period of stem extension. The simulations of
light leaf spot development under different conditions suggested that there are several
interactions between the two mechanisms (rain-splash and stem extension) during this
period of upward disease spread, i.e.
Horizontal splash of conidia to the plant apex and subsequent upward spread by stem
extension is a major mechanism for the dispersal of light leaf spot in a winter oilseed
rape crop. Rain events contributed to the production of infectious units, which were
either directly splashed to the upper canopy, or to the plant apex and moved to new
developing tissue by internode growth. Frequency and duration of rain events influenced
the infection process, with fewer conidia being produced and less opportunity to move
to new sites in a dry season. This interaction affected other disease progress results, i.e:
Total numbers of infectious units changes in parallel with plant surface area development. New leaves developed during the first two months of the stem extension period.
Rainfall during this period played a crucial role in disease progress. Leaf abscission before a next rain event reduced the movement of infectious units to the upper canopy and
if the period without rain would be long enough in a period of many leaf abscissions,
the crop would have the potential to even outgrow major disease progress to the pods.
Light leaf spot development on the upper leaves plays a major role in total disease
progress when crop density increases. Disease spread to the upper leaves depended not
only on the frequency and duration of rain events, but also on the LAI. An increased
surface area prevented conidia of being transported to new developing plant tissue.
However, infectious units that did reach the upper leaves had more surface area available
for disease progress, which resulted in a faster disease progress than inthe original winter
oilseed rape crop. The effect of crop density particularly played an important role at the

5.5. DISCUSSION
beginning of stem extension when leaf abscission before a next rain event together with
a doubled LAI prevented a rapid disease progress of infectious units on the lower leaves.
Light leaf spot progression to the pods depends on disease distribution on the leaves.
The number of infectious units that reached the upper leaves by the time of pod development rather than the number of infectious units on the flowers determined disease
severity on pods. Simulation results showed a clear difference in disease severity on the
flowers, bearing more infectious units when relatively more disease was present on the
upper compared to the lower leaves at the time of flower development. This difference
was not visible on the pods which developed from the flowers, indicating that a majority
of the infectious units on the pods were splashed from the leaves which had a more
uniform distribution of infectious units at the time of pod development. Su et al. (1998)
reported that models relating yield to incidence of light leaf spot on leaves at growth
stage 3.3 accounted for more ofthe variance than models at earlier or later growth stages.
Simulation results were compared with light leaf spot development observations on
winter oilseed rape crops at the Institute of Arable Crop Research, Harpenden, Uk
(Rothamsted 1996-1999, unpublished), with disease progress on potted plants outside
at the Institute of Arable Crop Research, Harpenden, Uk (Rothamsted 1998/ 1999,
unpublished) and with data in the literature (Jeffery et al. 1989; Su et al. 1998 and
Stinchcombe et al. 1986), Table 5.3. The model predicted a fast disease progress in
wet periods and a more gradual development when the period of stem extension was
relatively dry. Most of the disease was however on the lower leaves and the maximum
number of infectious units on the upper 4 to 5 leaves was only reached in May in a wet
period.
With respect to lesion development, Figueroa et al. (1995) found lesion numbers in the
range of 6.8 per 20cm2 leaves for a resistant winter oilseed rape cultivar up to 28 per
10cm2 leaves for a more susceptible cultivar. This would correspond to a maximum in
the range 493- 4060 lesions in the model plant, having a maximum total surface area of
c. 1450cm2 (Figure 5.2). Simulation results lie within that range (Figure 5.5).
Additional field assessments and experimental research is needed to establish the
relative importance of factors potentially influencing the development of light leaf spot
on winter oilseed rape. Once the impact of these factors on disease spread is known
the model can be extended for those processes which have a major effect on disease
development throughout the growing season. In the next stage the relative contribution
of included mechanisms can be assessed by varying the input variables (Table 5.2).
Ultimately, simulation results can provide important information in developing disease
management strategies. However, ultimately for practical warning purposes the model
should be validated with disease progress data from the field. The model input should
then consist of initial disease conditions as recorded in the field at a given time in early
spring and disease development would subsequently be followed throughout the season
as a consequence of the rain events that occurred in the season.
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Table 5.3: Progress of light leaf spot (Pyrenopeziza brassicae) on winter oilseed rape, expressed
as the percentage areas of total plant, lower leaves, upper 4 to 5 leaves or pods of the terminal
covered with sporulating P. brassicae. Data show model outputs, observations at Rothamsted
(1996-1999; 1998-1999, unpublished) and published assessments.

Model
outputs
dry
wet

Rothamsted data
'96-'99
'98-'99
range
range

Total:
March"
April
May 6
June c

0.1
46
93
100

0.1
95
100
100

0.5 - 45

Lower leaves:
March"
March d
May 6

0.1
0.45
83.8

0.1
71
100

3 0 - 90
2 0 - 80

Upper leaves:
March"
March d
April
May 6

0.1
0.05
0
9.2

0.1
2.23
9.2
100

0-0
0- 0

Pods:
May 6
June 0

0.89
60

65
91

a

At the start of stem extension
''Before mid-May
c
At the end of stem extension
''At the end of March
e
After mid-May

Jeffery
et al.'89
range

Stinchcombe
et al. '86

3 - 30
1 6 - 63
1 2 - 32
7-9

0.1 - 50
0 - 90

0 - 50
0 - 80

Su et al.
'98
range

4.5 - 11
11 - 18
1 3 - 23

2.5
10.7

0-0.5
31

5.5. DISCUSSION
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Chapter 6

A theory on the vertical
dispersal of splash-borne
pathogen units influenced by
arable crop characteristics
A. Pielaat F. van den Bosch M. de Gee N.J. van der Wal

Abstract
An analytical mechanistic model was proposed to study the vertical spread of splashborne spores in arable crop canopies. Three crop types were considered, with different
LAI distributions. The influences of crop characteristics and rain properties on vertical
spread were investigated. The LAI affected the amount of rain being intercepted by
the canopy and the vertical displacement of splashed spores. Splash dispersal was concentrated in the upper canopy layers in a crop having LAI constant or increasing with
height. Splash probabilities were greatest and most spores were intercepted in the layers
just beneath the upper layers in a crop having LAI decreasing with height.

6.1

Introduction

Spores of many plant pathogens are dispersed in the splash droplets which are formed
when raindrops hit the water film formed on the surface of arable crop canopies during
rain events. Important fungal plant pathogens for which the main dispersal mechanism
87
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is by rain-splash are Phytophtora spp. on citrus, rhododendron, apples, black pepper
and strawberry, Colletotrichum spp. on citrus, onion, rice and strawberry, Fusarium
spp. on cereals, Pseudocercosporella spp. on wheat and oilseed rape, Septoria spp. on
wheat and tomatoes and Diaporthe spp. on soybean. However, the spatial spread of
spores in a canopy by rain-splash is affected not only by fungus-specific mechanisms for
spore release and the properties of the rain. Different plants each have characteristic
morphologies, which play an important role in spore dispersal, because of the different
wetting of surface areas in the canopy. Potential splash events depend on the PAI (Plant
Area Index, total surface area of plant tissue per surface area of ground; Pielaat, van
den Bosch, Fitt and Jeger, chapter 5).
In crops, infected plant debris on the soil surface often forms the primary source of
inoculum for these pathogens and gradual upward and lateral spread of disease in the
canopy is by rain-splash (Ramachandran et al., 1990 and Linders et al., 1996). The
influence of soil types on disease spread has formerly been investigated for a variety of
soils and crops (Berrie and Luton, 1996; Madden and Ellis, 1990; Yang and TeBeest,
1992). Further spread inthe canopy has alsobeen studied for different crops and different
results havebeen reported (Okayama, 1994; Ferrandino and Elmer, 1996;Fitt et al., 1992
and Freitas et al., 1998).
The objective of those experiments has been to understand the spatial spread of
disease in different plant-pathogen systems, so as to improve disease control procedures.
For example both chemical and biological treatments have been introduced to control
diseases spread by rain-splash (Stobart et al., 1999; Chauhan and Singh, 1991; Soleimani
et al., 1996). Another option has been the introduction of physical barriers, which was
tested by Okayama (1994) in strawberry crops. Nevertheless, optimal disease management strategies can be developed only when mechanisms of disease spread in all of these
crops during the growing season have been quantified. Disease spread in the different
crops, with a wide range of specific morphological characteristics which change during
the growingseason, cannot be quantified adequately by experimental research alone. The
development of physical models helps to improve understanding of the general mechanisms of splash dispersal of pathogens in a range of crops. A simulation model has been
developed to study the vertical spread of light leaf spot on winter oilseed rape, where
both plant growth and rain-splash influenced disease dispersal (Pielaat, van den Bosch,
Fitt and Jeger, chapter 5). It was shown that spores were splashed to the plant apex
and directed upwards by stem extension.
In this paper an analytical model is proposed and the influence of crop canopy structure on the vertical dispersal of splash-borne pathogens is investigated, for crops with
Leaf Area Index (LAI, cm 2 leaf per cm 2 ground per cm plant height) constant, increasing or decreasing with height above the ground. For this purpose the influence of rain
properties on the separate terms in this model describing the physical splash process are
investigated qualitatively for the three crops.
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6.2 The model
Consider a crop in which spores are dispersed vertically in the canopy by rain-splash.
Spores are splashed to sites on the upper and lower leaves or to the ground, and resplashed on the plants during rain events. This process was modeled by subdividing
the splash dispersal process into its component mechanisms, 1. A raindrop hits the
water film formed on a leaf or the ground and spores are dispersed in the splashing rain
droplets. 2. Splashed spores are redistributed in the crop and on the soil surface by secondary splash. These two mechanisms were translated into probabilities and formed the
basis of the model. A distinction was made between the probabilities that a rain droplet
was splashed from the ground and splashed from the plant leaves in the crop because
the physical surface structure of plants differed from that of the ground. In addition,
spores splashing from the ground can only be dispersed upwards into the canopy or horizontally to stay on the ground, whereas spores splashing from plants can be dispersed
both upwards and downwards in the canopy. Two separate equations were therefore
formulated for redistribution of spores splashing from the ground and spores splashing
from the plants.
First let us consider the redistribution of spores present at a certain height h (for
h>0) in the canopy during a rain event. The spore density at height h and time t during
a rain event was denoted by H/,jt (i.e. number of spores per LAI per cm plant height
at height h). By multiplying Hh,t, with the probability per unit time of a spore being
hit (7 t _ 1 ) and a splash probability (\h), the density of spores that splash away from
height h per unit time (first term on the right in eq. 6.1) was described.
In addition, a fraction of the spores splashed from other heights in the crop during
this time are deposited at height h. The water surface surrounding the ground is hit
and subsequently spores are splashed from the ground with a probability y\g t _ 1 and
from any other height in the crop with a probability "f\n t _ 1 . A probability density
function (p.d.f.) T)nih described the likelihood that a spore was deposited at height h
when splashed from any height n. Multiplying ^\g t _ 1 by Do,^ gave the fraction of
spores being deposited at height h when splashed from the ground per unit time during
the rain event. The integral of Dn>h 7A„ t - 1 , with respect to n, gave the fraction of
spores deposited at height h when splashed from any other site n in the crop (where
n > 0). The actual number of spores deposited at height h in the splash process was
obtained by multiplying the appropriate dispersal function by the spore density on the
ground (i.e. number of spores per cm 2 soil at time t) denoted by Gt (last term on the
right in eq. 6.1), and by spore density at any other height in the crop (H„ )t ) respectively
(second term on the right in eq. 6.1). The vertical redistribution of spores on the plants
per unit time during a rain event was therefore formulated as
dHhtt
dt

- 7 t AhHh,t + / 7t A„H„tt D„th dn + ~jt \ Gt D0,h ,

(6.1)
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where max represents the maximum height of the crop (incm).
By analogy with spore redistribution on the plants, a mathematical expression was
derived for the change in the number of spores on the soil surface. This redistribution
wasdefined bythenumber ofspores that splashed away from theground andthe number
of spores that splashed from the plants or the ground to the ground per unit time (X).
Thus
dGt
= ' I t XgGt + X.
dt

(6.2)

An expression for X wasfound when the total number of spores during a rain event was
considered. If nospores are lost from thesystem, the total number of spores in the crop
and on the ground is constant in time, so

dGt
dt

ma

I

dHhit
dh = 0.
dt

(6.3)

Substituting equations 6.1 and 6.2 in equation 6.3 gave
max

-It XgGt +X -

max

/ j t \hHh,t dh +

max

/ 7 t A„Hn>t / D„,
o

hdhdn
o

max

JD»

/ D0,hdh = 0.

(6.4)

I Dn>h dhdn + j t XgGt D0fi •

(6.5)

+ ItXgGt

As / D0,hdh = 1- D0,o,
o
max

max

X = I ltXh Hh,t dh - J ^t XnHn,t

max

This indicates that the number of spores reaching the ground per unit time consists of
the spores that are not intercepted by the crop when splashing from the plants, and
spores that are redeposited on the ground when splashing from the ground.
With this model (6.1) and (6.2), the influence of crop characteristics on the vertical
dispersal of pathogen spores during rain events was studied. Crop types differed in leaf
structure and leaf surface area distribution and this affected the splash process. Therefore, both the probabilities that a spore was splashed and that a spore was deposited
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differed between crops. Crop characteristics were expressed by the parameters A^, Xg
and the p.d.f. D „ ^ for spore deposition. In this research three crop types, which differ
in leaf area distribution, were considered. The three crops had a Leaf Area Index (LAI,
cm 2 leaf per cm 2 ground per cm crop height) constant, decreasing or increasing with
height. Expressions for A^, As and Dn>h were derived from a simple stochastic model for
the different crop types in order to study the splash process.

6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 The probability that a spore was splashed in different crops.
Before a spore can be splash dispersed from a particular layer with thickness £ in the
crop, a raindrop has to penetrate the canopy down to this layer. It was assumed that
the likelihood that a raindrop penetrated the crop down to the base of the canopy was
proportional to the LAI the raindrop encounters from the point where it entered the
crop. Thus,

=

,,

LAIh Ph,

"max = 1

ah
The probability that a raindrop penetrated the crop to below height h was therefore
max

- J LAI, da

e

h

A raindrop will be intercepted in the crop canopy layer between h and h-£ according to
Ph - Ph_£ and so the probability that a raindrop was intercepted in this layer became

- JT LAI, da

e

h

-J

(1 - e h-«

LAI, da

).
h

- J LAI, da

With the Taylor approximation for 1— e h~(

, it followed that

- / LAI, da

e *

LAIhC

The probability that a raindrop was intercepted in the layer between h and h-£ was
multiplied by the probability that a spore was incorporated into the splash droplets (1^)
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to give the probability (\h£) that a spore wassplashed from this layer with thickness £
in the canopy, and therefore

- J LAI, da

\ h = lhLAIh e "

.

(6.6)

- / LAI, da

In equation (6.6) the term e h
can be interpreted as the probability that a
raindrop was not intercepted between the point where it entered the canopy (max)
and height h. £LAI/j indicates interception between h and h-£. The parameter 1/jwas
replaced by \g when spores were splashed from the ground (where h=0).
Crop characteristics, expressed in terms of LAI and the leaf structure, influence the
value of Ah. Different equations for A/j were therefore derived from the different LAI
distributions of the three crops in Appendix A. The equations (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10) of
Appendix A were used for the analysis.
Figure 6.1 shows the distributions for probabilities that a spore was splashed from
different heights inthecanopy (where h > 0)when different values ofc (thetotal LAIofa
plant) and different values for 1^ (the rebound probability) were applied. Raindrops can
penetrate thecanopy less easily when relatively more surface area ispresent inthe upper
layers. Many raindrops were already intercepted in the upper layers of a crop having a
constant LAI. The probability that a spore was splashed from a height layer therefore
decreased rapidly with decreasing height in this crop (Figure 6.1a,b), particularly when
the total LAI, c, was large (Figure 6.1b). The effect of having more surface area in the
upper layers waseven stronger in a canopy having an increasing LAI.Therefore, splash
probabilities decreased rapidly towards theground inthis canopy (Figure 6.1e,f). When
the crop had a decreasing LAI the probability that a spore was splashed first increased
down to some layer and then decreased below this layer (Figure 6.1 c,d). The LAIwas
large and it was less likely for a drop to penetrate to the lower layers of this crop. A
large value ofcincreased theprobability that a spore wassplashed from the upper leaves
(Figure 6.1b,d,f) relative to the crops with a lowvalue ofc (Figure 6.1 a,c,e). The total
probability distribution increased when the probability of a spore being rebounded (bj)
increased.

6.3.2

Vertical spread of splashed spores in different crops.

By analogy with the procedure for obtaining expressions for A^inthe three crops, equations for the p.d.f. Dn^, describing the likelihood that a spore was deposited between
height h and h-£ when splashing from height n with thickness £, were formulated.
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c=5

c=l

0.005

0.001

0.002

0.005

0.01

0.001

0.002

100

o

0.005

0.01

Probability of a spore being splashed from height h
Figure 6.1: The probability of a spore being splashed from height h with thickness £ in a crop
having LAI constant (a,b),decreasing (c,d), or increasing (e,f) with height, and a total LAI,
c = l (a, c, e) or 5 (b, d, f) and a rebound probability, l/i=0.1 (left line), 0.5 (middle line) or 1.0
(right line). Crop height was 100 cm.
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0.004

0.008

0

0.004

0.008

0

0.004

0.008

Probability of a spore splashing from height 50 to h

00

(f)

0.008

0.007

0.014

Probability of a spore splashing from height 93 to h

Figure 6.2: P.d.f. for the probability that a spore is deposited at height h with thickness £
when splashed from height category n=50 cm (a,b,c) or n= 93cm (d,e,f) in a crop having LAI
constant (a,d),decreasing (b,e) or increasing (c,f) with height, and atotal LAI,c=3 (solid line)
or 6 (dotted line). Crop height was 100cm and splash height was 8cm.
The term
n+a

- / LAI, da-

was used to describe the likelihood that a spore was not intercepted between height n and
its maximum splash height n+a. The mean maximum height (a) of spore splashes was
calculated from experimental results in which ballistic trajectories of spores splashing
from different plant parts were estimated (Pielaat, Marshall, McCartney, van den Bosch
and Fitt, chapter 4). The p.d.f. Dn,h for spore deposition was composed of three parts;
a spore can be deposited at a vertical distance which is higher than, lower than or equal
to the original point of drop impaction. Therefore
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Figure 6.3: Probability density function forasporebeingdeposited at height hwith thickness
£ when splashed from height n with thickness £ in a crop having a with height constant LAI
and a total LAI,c=2. Crop height was100cmand splash height was8cm.

h

n+a

-fLAIada

£LAIh(e "

+e "

n+a

D

t

—J

Dn,h-{

n+a

- / LAI, da - f LAI, da

e »

) if h > n

n+a

(6.7)

- f LAIa da - J LAI„ da
iLMhe

I

e

i

iih<n

n+a

- 2 / LAI,, da

£LAIh(l +e

"

)

\ih= n

The term n + a wasreplaced by max when spores splashed from a height where max <
n+a . A more detailed explanation of the p.d.f. D n , h can be found in Pielaat, van den
Bosch, Fitt and Jeger, chapter 5. When the corresponding LAI distributions for the
three crops were substituted in these equations, different p.d.f.s for spatial spread were
obtained as described in Appendix B. The equations of Appendix B were used for the
analysis.
Figure 6.2 shows examples of the p.d.f.s for the vertical spread of a spore splashing
either from a layer at height 50cm in the canopy, where max > n+a, or from a layer at
height 93cm inthe canopy, where max < n+a. Transition probabilities were plotted for
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Figure 6.4: Probability density function for a spore being deposited at height h with thickness
£ when splashed from height n with thickness £ in a crop having a with height decreasing LAI
and a total LAI, c=2. Crop height was 100 cm and splash height was 8 cm.

the three different crops (where h > 0) and two values of c (the total LAI of a plant).
A maximum mean splash height of 8 cm was used. T h e largest deposition probabilities
were in the height layers above or level with the original drop impact point, with more
spores being deposited when the LAI in the layers above the impact point increased and
when the total LAI, c, of a crop increased. Apparently the LAI above each impact point
was large enough to incorporate many of the splashed spores. T h e greater the surface
area above the impact point the greater the deposition probabilities. As a consequence
the probability of a spore being deposited increased towards the maximum splash height
when a spore was splashed from 50 cm in a crop having an increasing LAI (Figure 6.2c).
This trend was not observed when spores were released from a layer at height 93 cm in
this crop. T h e LAI was already so large at height 93 cm t h a t transition probabilities
had a maximum value just above the impact point when splashed from this layer.
Although individual transition probabilities were smaller, most of the spores released
were splashed to a layer b e n e a t h the impact point. T h e LAI below each impact point
was large enough to prevent many splash droplets from penetrating down to the ground.
Splash to the lower layers decreased gradually with decreasing deposition probabilities
towards the ground when the LAI, c, was large (Figure 6.2 a,b,c,d,f). T h e more surface
area just beneath the impact point the faster the deposition probabilities decreased.
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Figure 6.5: Probability density function for asporebeingdeposited at height hwith thickness
£when splashed from height n with thickness £ in a crop having a with height increasing LAI
and a total LAI, c=2. Crop height was 100cm and splash height was 8cm.

An exception to this result was observed in a crop having LAI decreasing with height,
where splash to the lower layers first increased and then decreased. The surface area
was too low in the upper layers for spore deposition in a crop having a decreasing LAI,
therefore more spores were deposited in the lower canopy with relatively slow decreasing
probabilities when the total LAI was low. This trend was more apparent when the total
LAI, c, was larger.
The p.d.f.s for deposition in height layer h (for h > 0) when splashing from an
arbitrary layer n (for n > 0) are shown in Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 for the three different crop types. Transition probabilities are largest in those layers having the largest LAI.
In this paper wehave shown how leaf area index distribution (constant, decreasing, or
increasing with height) affect key parameters involved in the splashing of spores within
and beneath a crop canopy. This should form a basis for evaluating the consequences of
breeding programmes leading to different plant architecture or new cropping practices
where splash-dispersed pathogens are constraints to production.
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Appendix A
The LAI distribution was specified for three crop types to study the influence of crop
morphology on the probability that a spore was splashed from height h with thickness
£ per time unit during a rain event.
Crop 1
The first crop had LAI constant with height, defined by
T AT
LAI
h

, (^ c **,for
*..ft-<max
7
[ 0 for ft > max

So, J LAIa da = cmax and
o
Xh = lh^ce-c{-max-h\

(6.8)

Crop 2
The second crop had a LAI decreasing with height, defined by
TAT —J a(max ~ h) for ft < max
h
~ ' 0
for ft > max
max

So, J LAIa da = J a(max — a)da. Since the three crops did not differ in total LAI,
o
o
2c
and
a
max

\ h = lhi 2c(1- — ) e — t
max

1

-^'

2

.

Crop 3
The third crop had a LAI increasing with height, defined by
.
LAIh

(ah
=\ 0

forft< max
for ft >
max

(6.9)
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So, J LAla da = J aa da and
o
o
Xh =

max

ih^2c-^—e-c^-^^max+h\

(6.10)

Appendix B
Specified p.d.f.s D„ ^ for the vertical deposition of spores splashing between two layers n
and h both with thickness £for the three crop types with LAI distributions as presented
in Appendix A.
Crop 1

Dn,h

^c[\+e-Mn+a-h)^e-c(h~n)

jf ft > „

£ce-c(2a+n-h)

if

£c(l+e-

2ca

)

h<Tl

if h = n

If a spore splashed from a height where max < n+a, then n+a was replaced by max
in the equation where h > n; the term 2a+n was replaced by 2max-n in the equation
where h < n and the term -2ca was replaced by -2c(max-h) where h=n.
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Crop3
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If a spore splashed from a height where max < n+a, then n + a was replaced by max in
the equation where h > n; the term (n+2a) 2 was replaced by 2max 2 -n 2 in the equation
where h < n and the term (n+a) 2 was replaced by max 2 where h=n.

Chapter 7

General conclusions
Thisworkshowsthat mechanistic models allowdetailed examination ofthe biological and
physical factors influencing the spatial spread of splash dispersed fungal plant pathogens.
The main mechanisms underlying splash dispersal are: 1. A raindrop hits the water film
formed on a leaf or the ground and spores are dispersed in the splashing rain droplets,
and 2. Splashed spores are redistributed in the crop and on the soil surface by secondary
splash. These two mechanisms were translated into probabilities and formed the basis
in modelling horizontal and vertical spread of splash dispersed pathogens.

Horizontal disease spread
Analysis of a mechanistic random 'jump' model showed that the effects of rain properties
and ground cover on the splash process could be seen in their effects on the model
parameters. For high rain intensities the probability that a spore was splashed increased
and simultaneously more spores were removed from the system. The mean dispersal
distance varied according to the size of the splash droplets.
The diffusion approximation for the mechanistic model showed that for splash dispersal a diffusion model is in most situations not a useful approximation. The main problem
in using a diffusion model for splash dispersal is that the initial inoculum source is depleted instantaneously at t=0. Only in the limit for t —> oo does the diffusion model
describe the process as well as the mechanistic model. Still we would like to emphasize
that during an average rain event spores are dispersed over relatively short distances;
this process is best described by the mechanistic approach.
The modelwascompared to experimental data onspore dispersal from a point source.
For this purpose composite variables were derived from the model that are of direct
biological relevance. For instance, equations were derived for the total number of spores
surrounding the source and distances spores travel during rain events. A description
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of the change in total number of spores surrounding the source shows that N(t) first
increases from the start of the rain up to t=-ln(l-e)/A£, and then declines. E(r 2 ) gives a
good representation of the potential disease spread in a crop, because those spores that
travel the larger distances are responsible for disease spread into new areas. Spores will
reach their maximum squared distance at t = l / A ( l — e). A striking result is that the
mean-squared displacement of spores is independent of the complicated spore transport
distribution as used in the full model. Therefore, it will in many cases be easier to
derive and use this quantity than the mean displacement. Testing with experimental
data showed that model results were in general agreement with observed data for the
rain intensity and ground cover experiments.

Vertical disease spread
An experimental study clearly demonstrated that conidia of P. brassicae have the potential to be further dispersed by the action of secondary splash after an initial primary splash from infected plant tissue. The results of these splash experiments suggest
that, for practical modelling purposes, "average" trajectories of droplets splashed from
oilseed rape plant parts may be approximated by simple parabolic equations. However,
the parabola is strongly related to the plant part a spore splashes from, because the
structure of plant parts may strongly influence splash droplet trajectories.
These results were incorporated into a model and simulations showed that rain-splash
is an important mechanism for the upward disease spread of light leaf spot on winter
oilseed rape during the period of stem extension. Disease spreads up the plants by a
combination of vertical splash dispersal of spores and stem extension. Weather conditions and crop characteristics influence disease progress particularly at the beginning of
stem extension when leaf abscission before a next rain event prevents rapid movement of
infectious units to the upper canopy in a crop having a doubled LAI. Periods with frequent rain events in a dense crop canopy (LAI constant with height) were most favorable
for disease progress.
The influences of crop characteristics and rain properties on vertical spread was further investigated for three crop types. Splash dispersal was concentrated in the upper
canopy layers in a crop having LAI constant or increasing with height. Splash probabilities were greatest and most spores were intercepted in the layers just beneath the upper
layers in a crop having LAI decreasing with height.
These results show that both horizontal and vertical spread of splash dispersed diseases in arable crops can be modelled successfully using a mechanistic approach. Model
analysis can provide important information on environmental and crop factors potentially influencing disease development and guide further experimental research to ultimately provide important information in developing disease management strategies.
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Spatten, -De verspreiding van schimmelziekten in gewassen tijdens regenSpatten is een belangrijk mechanisme voor de ruimtelijk verspreiding van infectieuze
deeltjes in een gewas (Madden, 1992). Veel gewassen, groente en fruit, hebben jaarlijks te lijden van infecties waarbij regen zelfs de voornaamste bron voor expansie is.
In het Engels wordt dit verspreidingsmechanisme kort maar krachtig aangeduid met de
term "splash dispersal" (spatverspreiding). Dit fenomeen is de oorzaak van veel ernstige
bovengrondse epidemieen in gewassen in zowel gematigde als tropische klimaten. Toch
wordt deze manier van verspreiding vaak niet herkend als het, op wind, een na belangrijkste verspreidingsmechanisme voor veel plantenziekten (Fitt et al., 1989). Symptomen
van deze schimmelziekten zijn herkenbaar aan de lesies gevormd op het bladoppervlak.
Al snel na aanvang van de regenbui laat de schimmel zijn infectieuze deeltjes (sporen)
los uit hun beschermend omhulsel en komen de sporen vrij in het waterlaagje te liggen
dat zich op het bladoppervlak gevormd heeft. Als een regendruppel deze waterfilm
raakt spat de film uiteen en vormt een kroon van vele kleine druppeltjes. Sporen zijn
opgenomen in deze wegspringende druppeltjes en zo verspreid naar andere plaatsen in
het gewas (Fitt en McCartney, 1985). Op deze nieuwe plek kan zich een nieuwe infectie
ontwikkelen of er kan een nieuwe spatgebeurtenis plaatsvinden waardoor de spore zich
verder in het gewas verplaatst. De totale afstand die een spore in meerdere sprongen
tijdens een regenbui kan afleggen vanaf de infectiebron hangt niet alleen af van de regenintensiteit en de duur van de regenbui, maar ook van de schimmelsoort, grondsoort en
gewasstructuur (Fitt et al., 1992; Madden et al, 1993; Yang en Madden, 1993). De
ziekte wordt vaak gei'ntroduceerd met door de schimmel geproduceerde ascosporen die
in de herfst met de wind het gewas binnenkomen. De bron van deze infectie betreft
voornamelijk plantafval dat op het veld is blijven liggen nadat het gewas geoogst is. In
het gewas vindt daarna geleidelijke horizontale en verticale verspreiding plaats met door
spatten verspreide conidiosporen (Inman et al., 1999).
In laboratoria over de hele wereld worden spat-proeven uitgevoerd om dit versprei-
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dingsmechanisme te doorgronden met als uiteindelijk doel; bestrijding van deze vorm
van ziekteverspreiding. Vaak wordt een regensimulator gebruikt om het spatproces te
bestuderen, en worden de effecten van regen, gewas, grond en ziekteeigenschappen op
de uiteindelijke verspreiding bepaald (Fitt et al., 1986; Madden et al., 1996; Reynolds
et al., 1987; Yang et al., 1991). Veel datasets zijn beschikbaar met informatie over de
ruimtelijke verspreiding van zwarte-vlekkenziekte en leerrot in aardbeien en over de verspreiding van bruine-vlekkenziekte in winterkoolzaad. Andere belangrijke ziektes met
door spatten verspreide infectieuze deeltjes zijn oogvlekkenziekte, gele en bruine roest
op tarwe, bladvlekkenziekte en kafjesbruin op wintertarwe, bladvlekkenziekte op wintergerst, rode kafschimmel op granen, zwartnervigheid op kool, papiervlekkenziekte op prei,
bacteriekanker op citrus, en schurft op appels. Echter, ook al worden er nog zoveel experimenten gedaan, het aantal zal nooit toereikend zijn om de ruimtelijke verspreiding
onder invloed van de immense variteit in zowel biologische- als omgevingsfactoren te
kunnen kwantificeren voor deze zeer uiteenlopende plant/ziekte systemen. De oplossing
voor dit probleem wordt gezocht in de modellenwereld. Daarvoor zijn fysische modellen nodig waarin de mechanismen die ten grondslag liggen aan het spatproces worden
opgenomen in de vorm van kansfuncties, d.w.z. i. een kans per tijdseenheid dat een
regendruppel een te infecteren plek in het gewas raakt tijdens de regenbui; ii. de kans
dat een schimmelspore wordt opgenomen in de wegspringende regendruppeltjes, en Hi.
een kansfunctie die beschrijft waar in het gewas weggesprongen schimmelsporen terecht
zullen komen. Met deze modellen kan de ruimtelijke verspreiding van sporen in relatief
korte tijd in verschillende plant/ziekte systemen onderzocht worden. Factoren welke het
spatproces beinvloeden zijn nu namelijk als parameters in de kansfuncties van de modellen opgenomen. Door de waarden van deze parameters te veranderen kan de ruimtelijke
verspreiding van sporen onder talloze verschillende condities onderzocht worden. Echter,
mechanistische modellen kunnen nooit een realistische ziekteverspreiding voorspellen
zonder realistische parameterwaarden. Parameterwaarden voor de te onderscheiden processen kunnen verkregen worden uit experimenten. Zodra realistische parameterwaarden
zijn opgenomen in het model kunnen de belangrijkste factoren die de ziekteverspreiding
beinvloeden onderzocht worden wat weer kan leiden tot nader experimenteel onderzoek
naar deze kernfactoren. Met deze filosofie zijn verschillende mechanistische modellen
ontwikkeld om de verspreiding van plantenziekten door regen zowel in ruimte als tijd
te onderzoeken. Er zijn experimenten uitgevoerd, maar ook eerder gepubliceerde data
gebruikt om realistische parameterwaarden voor de modellen bepalen. De modellen zijn
getest met laboratorium- en velddata voor verschillende plant/ziekte systemen.
In hoofdstuk twee wordt een een-dimensionaal mechanistisch "random jump" model
geintroduceerd om de horizontale verspreiding van plantenziekten vanuit een puntbron
op de grond te onderzoeken. Grondbedekking en regenintensiteit bleken een grote invloed te hebben op de verspreiding. In zware regenbuien werden meer sporen verspreid,
maar tegelijkertijd kwamen er ook meer sporen op plaatsen terecht waarvandaan ze niet
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meer verder verspreid konden worden (bijvoorbeeld onder een strolaag). Dit model is
vergeleken met een eerder gepubliceerd diffusiemodel door het mechanistische model met
een diffusievergelijking te benaderen. Waar het eerder gepubliceerde diffusiemodel uit
samengestelde parameters bestaat, was het nu mogelijk deze parameters op te splitsen in
onderdelen van de onderliggende biologische processen. Daarnaast is aangetoond onder
welke condities het diffusiemodel een geldige benadering voor het mechanistische model
is.
In het derde hoofdstuk is de twee-dimensionale versie van het model voor horizontale
verspreiding bediscussieerd. Twee biologisch interessante maten zijn afgeleid van dit
model. Ten eerste is een vergelijking voor de verandering in het totale aantal sporen in
het oppervlak rond de bron sinds de start van de regenbui afgeleid. Daarnaast is een
vergelijking voor degemiddelde en gemiddeld gekwadrateerde afstand diesporen afleggen
vanaf de puntbron bepaald. Het model is getest door de resultaten te vergelijking met
eerder gepubliceerde experimentele resultaten waarin de verspreiding van conidia vanaf
een puntbron (bestaande uit een op de grond geplaatste aardbei) inrelatie tot grondsoort
en regenintensiteit is onderzocht. Hieruit bleek dat zowel het totale aantal sporen in het
proces als de gemiddeld gekwadrateerde afstand aanvankelijk toenam tot een maximum
was bereikt en daarna weer afnam doordat sporen op plekken terecht kwamen vanwaar
ze niet meer verder konden springen en door bronuitputting.
Niet alleen horizontale, maar ook vertikale ziekteverspreiding naar de bovenste bladeren en zaaddragende organen is een belangrijk mechanisme dat schadelijke epidemieen
veroorzaakt in wintergewassen in Europa. De ontwikkeling van bijvoorbeeld houwtjes
in koolzaad en aren in granen bepaalt de opbrengst van deze gewassen. Infectie wordt
gei'nitieerd in de herfst- en winterperiode en wordt vervolgens opwaards verspreid door
stengelstrekking en regenverspreiding in de lente (Inman en Fitt, 1992; Inman et a/.,
1999) . Dit fenomeen was opgenomen in een simulatiemodel met bruine-vlekkenziekte in
winterkoolzaad als modelsysteem. Experimenten zijn uitgevoerd om realistische parameterwaarden te verkrijgen voor dit model enopgenomen inhoofdstuk vier. In een regentoren ishet percentage sporen dat opgenomen wordt in de van een blad wegspattende regendruppeltjes bepaald in relatie tot regenduur en grootte van devallende regendruppels.
Daarnaast is de "gemiddelde" ballistische baan die spatdruppeltjes afleggen geschat uit
experimenten. Hierin viel een enkele regendruppel op een bepaald plantendeel of op de
grond waarna de afstand van de wegspringende druppeltjes t.o.v. de bron werd bepaald.
Resultaten lieten zien dat de meeste conidia al in de eerste 15min. van een regenbui verspreid waren. De ballistische baan die sporen aflegden hing af van het plantendeel waarvan zij wegspatten. De gemiddelde horizontale agstand nam af met toenemende diameter
van de inkomende druppel en de maximale spathoogte varieerde van 0.3 cm voor druppeltjes die van een bloemetje sprongen tot 57 cm voor druppeltjes die van de houwtjes
sprongen. In het vijfde hoofdstuk is het volledige simulatiemodel beschreven bestaande
uit een deterministische gemiddelde plantengroei en spatparameters uit de experimenten
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beschreven in hoofdstuk vier. De vertikale verspreiding van bruine-vlekkenziekte tijdens
de groei van koolzaad werd onderzocht voor verschillende condities betreffende ziekteinitiatie en regenduur. Er werd zoweleen nat, met lange en frequente regenbuien, als een
droog, waarin het korter en minder vaak regende, groeiseizoen gesimuleerd. Tijdens regenbuien werden sporen vertikaal in het gewas verspreid en naar boven getransporteerd
op dagen dat stengelstrekking plaatsvond. Perioden met frequente regenbuien in een
gewas met grote dichtheid bleek de meeste ziekteverspreiding op te leveren.
Simulatieresultaten in hoofdstuk vijf lieten zien dat gewasstructuur, naast reeds
genoemde biologische- en omgevingsfactoren, een belangrijke factor is die ziekteverspreiding beinvloedt. De invloed van bladoppervlakverdeling over de hoogte in een
gewas op de vertikale verspreiding van rondspattende deeltjes is daarom onderzocht en
beschreven in hoofdstuk zes. Er is een analytisch model ontwikkeld en de invloed van
gewasstructuur en regeneigenschappen op de vertikale verspreiding is onderzocht door
het specificeren van drie gewastypes en waarden van de regenparameters te varieren.
Het spatten bleek geconcentreerd te zijn in de bovenste bladeren in een gewas waarin
het bladoppervlak constant was of toenam met de hoogte. In een gewas waarin het
bladoppervlak afnam met de hoogte was de kans van een spore het grootste om gespat
te worden vanaf plaatsen juist onder de top.
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